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INTRODUCTION

lX/TY grandson, George William Taylor,

a selection from whose Notes and

Letters is printed in this little book, was a

typical young Englishman, well-grown, well-

favoured, manly and debonair. Loving and

beloved, happy and with bright prospects

opening before him, he lost not a moment
in answering his country's call, and for

three years and three months bravely and

faithfully played the small part assigned

to him in the great tragedy of War. He
was cut down in the prime of his days, when

life is sweetest and death hardest, and

rounded off a strenuous and blameless life

by a deed of unselfish heroism. His career

was short but not incomplete, for though

all springtime, it included as much work,

well done, as can be performed by most of

those who reach the late autumn of life.

He relinquished much but he escaped
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much also, passing away in the heyday of

his existence with no failure to deplore,

no wrong left unredressed. The irreparable

loss is with those who mourn for him and

who find their pride and consolation in

thinking of what he was, rather than of

what he might have been.

My grandson is one of that cloud of

witnesses by whom we are now encompassed

who have testified for freedom, justice

and righteousness, and have sealed their

testimony with their blood, " of whom the

world was not worthy." Most of these are

silent for ever, but a few of them, of whom
my grandson is one, still speak in the letters

and diaries they have left behind them.

These messages from the dead, such as

are here presented, have an interest for a

wider circle than that to which they were

originally addressed. They radiograph for

us little bits of the great struggle about

which we are all so intently curious, which

would otherwise remain hidden from view

;

they give first-hand and racy accounts of

doings that are not mentioned in dispatches

;
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they pile up the material out of which

history will some day be constructed ; they

enable us in some measure to realize the

passion of trial and suffering through

which our boys have gone for us ; with all

their crudities and imperfections, they rise

sometimes in their bald simplicity to epic

dignity, and they afford insight into men-

tal and emotional penetralia of the deepest

significance.

My grandson had no literary pretensions

or ambitions, and was not practised in

" the soft phrase of peace." He wrote in

the fullness of his heart and under the

impulse of the moment, in order to keep

in close communion with those he loved.

Had he been here, he might have shrunk

from the publication of his " round, un-

varnished tale " and outspoken comments;

but he is beyond the reach of criticism, and

those who represent him think that his

story may be useful and inspiring, and

should be told. His notes on the Serbian

Expedition are, I believe, of singular value,

as no special correspondents accompanied
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it, and as there is, as far as I know, no

published account of that belated and

ill-fated undertaking.

George William Taylor was born on

September 29, 1892, at Carshalton Park,

Surrey, which was bought by his great-great-

grandfather George Taylor, D.C.L., of Brase-

nose College, Oxford, in 1761, and had since

then been the seat of the family. He was

fortunate in spending the first five years

of his life in the Park of which Ruskin

has said that there was " no lovelier piece

of lowland scenery in South England, nor

any more pathetic in the world by its

expression of sweet human character and

life." The early impressions made on his

mind in his home, by the sources of the

Wandle, in the flowery meadows through

which it gushes, and in the shade of imme-

morial walnut and chestnut trees, imparted

to him an intense and enduring love of

country life, and perhaps, also, some of the

breezy freshness and unaffected sincerity

of his nature. In his fifth year the
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voracious builder began to devour the

Park, and he moved with his family to

Queen's Gate, London, where, as he has told

me, he used at first—with a concealed sensi-

bility more common in young children

than we realize—to weep to himself when

put to bed, thinking of his lost paradise

with its beasts and birds.

For four years in London the boy led

the usual well-to-do London small boy's

life. He was educated with his two sisters

by accomplished governesses, walked in

the Park, rode in the Park, visited the

Pantomime, had his country holidays, of

which those spent in Scotland were his

particular delight, and manifested generally

a most tender and affectionate disposition,

with a spirit of adventure that led even to

perilous excursions on the housetops. He
showed also an unusual degree of me-

chanical ingenuity which ought to have

determined his future education and pur-

suits, but was labelled mischief and ignored,

as such heaven-sent indicators so often are.

In 1901, when just nine years old, the
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Boy entered Mr. Lee's Preparatory School

at Forest Row, Sussex, and after being three

years there was moved to the late Mr.

Hawtrey's School at St. Michaels, Westgate,

where he spent three terms prior to entering

Eton in 1906. His Preparatory School record

was that he was of marked ability, but not

diligent, always bright and cheery and very

popular.

The Boy's curriculum at Eton was of

the average sort. He took the Upper
Fourth, went up a form regularly every

half, coxed the Junior House Fours, cap-

tained his House Lower Boy football team,

played cricket, fives and racquets, and accu-

mulated a shelf-ful of books, a volume
every year honoris causa, a special prize in

mathematics, and the customary leaving

book. As far as education was concerned

his time at Eton was largely wasted. His

talent was mathematical, his taste was
for natural science, but he was forced

through the usual dry classical study,

which tended to dwarf rather than to

develop his faculties. But even in uncon-
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genial travail he always acquitted himself

with credit. "He was always," his tutor

writes, " above the average in his work,

and got a class seven times out of nine for

Trials. He was twice first in Ms Mathe-

matical Division for School work." He
owed much, no doubt, to Eton in veneer-

ing and polish, and in self-reliance, and

fell under its spell ; for when he made

his last pilgrimage to it, accompanied by

his sister, before leaving on his last journey

to France in August 1917, his voice trembled

and his eyes filled with tears as he sunned
his old haunts and recalled his dear friends

in his own House, Cronk, Miles Bayley,

Somerset, Gledstanes, Blofield, who had

already fallen in the War. Of his con-

temporaries in Churchill's House, meaning

all who were in the House along with him,

twelve have been killed, besides himself,

seventeen have been wounded, some of

them more than once, and two have been

prisoners in Germany.

On leaving Eton in 1910, the Boy read

for a short time at the Wvllies at Cuckfield,
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then passed the " Little go" at Cambridge

and " Responsions " at Oxford; and recog-

nizing for himself his proper bent, decided

in favour of Trinity College, Cambridge,

where he entered at the Michaelmas term,

1910.

At Cambridge the Boyworked and played,

worked moderately and played vehemently.

He took his degree, but his heart, at this

time, of high vitality and vigorous growth,

was set on sport and active exercises. His

Boat Club, the Beagles, the G.S.C., his

fishing, his guns and his dogs,, had an over-

powering fascination for him. He was at

his happiest when in otter-hunting kit, in

an old shooting-coat and heavy boots.

His love of life in the open and his keen-

ness in military matters, in those days

before war was thought of, led his friends

to tell him that he was a born soldier, and

had made a mistake in choosing the Bar as

his profession.

In the Lents, 1911, the Boy coxed the

3rd Trinity Boat, and the appalling havoc

of this war is brought home to us by the
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fact that of the nine men forming the crew

of that boat—splendid young athletes all

—

seven, Wasborough, Tomlinson, Le Blanc

Smith, Tower, Drew, Lloyd, and Taylor,

have been killed, while another, Dudley

Ryder, has been five times wounded. The

first day of the races in 191 1, he coxed the

3rd Trinity successfully, and in the evening

a friend took him for a run to Newmarket

in his motor-car. On their way back they

collided with a brewer's dray that was on

the wrong side of the road, and the Boy
went through the wind-screen, on to the

road. He was stunned, had his head cut

and required to have some stitches put in,

but the next morning he was bandaged up

and took his place in the boat, amidst the

cheers of the Collegians.

The Boy had the happy natural gift of

inspiring friendship and affection in all

who knew him, and had always around him

at Cambridge a group of devoted cronies.

They are scattered now, and many of the

coterie besides those of the boat's crew

—

Evans, Gibb, I.mi -dale—have made the
b
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supreme sacrifice. But one of them who

survives, Captain F. A. Philipps, who was

with the Boy all the time at Trinity, and

one of his closest friends, thus writes to

me about him : "He was a wonderful

character, and the best I have met.

Straightforwardness personified, he was

clear-headed, pure-minded, high-spirited,

overflowing with energy, but always kind

and considerate and helpful to those who

needed help. He was enthusiastic in every-

thing he set his hand to, generous to a

fault, and had an inborn gaiety of disposi-

tion that made him a delightful companion.

We all loved him ; we all trusted him ; we

all felt sure that he had a brilliant future

before him."

After Cambridge came an autumn of

rest with his people in Sussex, and of

shooting and otter-hunting with his friend

Mr. Sydney Varndell of the Haven, Billing-

hurst, who in a letter to me thus refers

to him:- "He was a very dear boy, so

straight and clean-minded—in fact, a ' white

man.' He was one of the keenest lads on
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sport I have known. He was a good

shot and could throw a good fly, but in

otter-hunting he took a special interest,

and I shall never forget his delight when I

first permitted him to carry a whip with my
hounds. I recall an incident that showed

his pluck. It was on September 24, 1913.

On the Albourne stream, a tributary of the

Adur, wc found an otter at 12.30, and

hunted him all day in bad water. George,

Captain Max Robertson (who has since

lost his life in this terrible war), and Mrs.

Max Robertson, were in a ' stickle ' for

three hours, up to their waists in water,

and as it was then getting dark, and I and

the hounds were nearly exhausted, I gave

orders to ' tail ' the otter if possible. This

George did, or rather, instead of tailing him,

he got hold of a leg and was badly bitten in

the wrist (and an otter's bite is no joke)

;

but he held on, and lifted the otter to the

bank and gave the hounds their deserved

blood after a trying hunt of seven hours."

High-spirited, the Boy felt to the full the

delights of animal existence, was quickly
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responsive to beauty and pleasure, and

with wonderful elasticity of mind took a

keen interest in passing events and in his

surroundings, more especially when these

were of the woods and fields. On his lips

was an abiding smile; in his heart lodged

happiness ; his voice rang cheerily, but be-

hind it all there was warm affection and

moral earnestness that gave strength and

stability to his character. Altogether a

frank, genial, trusty, gracious personality.

In the intervals of sport in Sussex, and

during nine laborious months in London, the

Boy continued his reading for the Bar, passed

his examination in Conveyancing and Crimi-

nal Law, and then came the 4th of August,

1914, and his immediate application for a

Commission. On August 15 he was

gazetted to the Royal Field Artillery,

for which his four years' training as a

gunner at Cambridge specially qualified

him, and at once joined for further training

at Shoeburyness. He there found that he

had little to learn, being already expert

in gunnery, and, with a recommendation
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from his Colonel, applied to be sent to

France. Much to his disappointment, he

was ordered to Bulford and attached to the

2nth Battery of the 17th Brigade. He
did his work there zealously, as he always

did, and was a most popular officer with all

ranks, but he was chafing all the time for

more active service. An opportunity for

that came in March 1915, when he spent

a month in France with the 35th Brigade,

R.F.A., relieving another officer, and three

months later he was ordered to Egypt.

He sailed from Avonmouth on June 15,

with the 67th Brigade, R.F.A., and was

Acting Adjutant of his battery, and on

September 5 was moved on to Suvla

Bay, and had charge of a battery.

Of the Boy's notes of his experiences in

Egypt and Gallipoli, no use is here made.

These experiences were trying and dramatic

enough, but they were like those that have

been already recorded by others, and his

record of them must for the present be

held over. At Suvla Bay he contracted

dysentery, then sadly prevalent and fatal
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there, but struggled against it, fighting all

the time; and while still suffering from it,

and under orders for home, he insisted on

taking part in the Serbian Expedition, and

in October joined the ioth Division at

Salonika.

From this point the Boy, in his Serbian

Notes, tells his own story in his own vivid

way until the time when he reached England

from Malta on February 24, 1916, and was

disembarked at Southampton. I found

him at the Royal Free Hospital, London,

the same evening, ill and war-worn, but

bright and cheery as ever, and making

light of the terrible hardships he had

undergone. For four months he occupied

the same bed in that hospital, suffering

much, undergoing treatment that was pain-

ful and depressing, but always patient and

uncomplaining, trying to be jubilant when

his friends went to see him, and improving

the tedious time by continuing his studies

for the Bar. I can see him now, propped

up in bed, pale as the pillow, but radiant as

the flowers on the little table by his bedside,
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and with the ponderous law books on a

bed-reading-desk before him. According

to the nurse in charge of him, he was

always the sprightly but kindly sympa-

thetic companion of the three wounded

officers who occupied the same ward with

him.

In the Royal Free Hospital the Boy had

the benefit of the best medical advice and

of skilful nursing, but his malady proved to

be of an obstinate type, having been so long

neglected, and his progress was slow. In

June he left the hospital, although still

weak and ailing, as a change of air was

thought desirable, and after a brief sojourn

in Devonshire, went up for his final examina-

tion, and was called to the Bar by the

Inner Temple on July 5.

In autumn there was a tardy convales-

cence promoted by a visit to Scotland and

by other country sojourns, and at this time

there came into the life of the Boy a light,

soft and beautiful, that at first dazzled and

then glorified him, and that, by some

mysterious fatality, went out for ever, and
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almost without warning, just five days

after he had ceased to be, and before the

news of his death had reached her. Flame

answered flame with subtile affinity. ' There

are more things in heaven and earth than

are dreamt of in our philosophy."

Throughout the winter the Boy had re-

lapses of his illness from time to time, but

improved on the whole, and in the New
Year, being passed for light duty, he went

to Forest Row, Sussex, to the Royal Field

Artillery Brigade stationed there, under

the command of Lieut.-Col. Sir John Jervis

White-Jervis, under whom he had served

at Bulford. Here came to him his first

and only brief. With characteristic modesty

in writing to me, all he said about it was

that " the case was before a General Court

Martial and was very interesting," and it

was not until after his death that I learned

that it had enabled him to exhibit marked
ability. Mr. Theodore Goddard, the solicitor

who briefed him, then wrote to me :
" The

case was not an easy one, certainly not so

to a beginner. 1 was astonished to find,
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when I had a consultation with him after

he had read his papers, how carefully they

had been read and how well he had noted

the essential points. At the hearing he

displayed no nervousness, but a quiet and

calm confidence which made itself felt

throughout the Court. He took an im-

portant part in the case, examining wit-

nesses as though he had done so several

times before. I have no doubt that with

his striking personality, his great keenness

for his work and his undoubted determina-

tion to succeed, he would have gone far at

the Bar."

Mr. Goddard enclosed to me the following

letter from Mr. Justice Clavell Salter, who,

then Mr. Clavell Salter, K.C., was my
grandson's leader in the case.

March 27, 1918.

Dear Mr. Goddard,

For some reason or the other I

have a very distinct recollection of young

Taylor, who made an unusually favour-

able impression on me. I thought him a
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charming and promising young fellow,

and I heard of his death from Mr. Balfour-

Browne with great regret. I am surprised

to hear that the case in which I led him was

his first. I should think the Army lost a

gallant soldier in him, and I am sure the Bar

lost a very promising member.

Believe me,

Yours sincerely,

A. Clavell Salter.

Having still further improved in health,

the Boy, much to his satisfaction, was

in April passed as fit for general service.

General Strabunzie now asked for him as

instructor at a cadet school, but he felt

that his duty lay elsewhere, and so went

to France on April 13 and joined a

Brigade, R.F.A.

Again the Boy takes up his parable for

himself, and in his notes, which his sister

has arranged, relates what befell him up

till the date of his wounds on June 5. He
was slightly wounded on June 4, but of

that he took no heed, but on the 5th,
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under the circumstances described by the

officer commanding his battery, he received

wounds which incapacitated him for further

service and necessitated his return to Eng-

land. He was first sent to the Fort Pitt

Hospital, Chatham, where I found him with

bits of shrapnel in his arm, leg and foot,

and in that highly strung nervous state so

often seen in those who have again and

again gone through the ordeal of battle

in these days. He was in a few days

removed to Princess Christian's Hospital in

London, and was there, under anaesthetics,

operated on successfully for the removal

of the pieces of metal. In a month's time

he was able to leave the hospital, although

still very lame and the ghost of himself, as

regards physical strength and vigour. He
elected to recruit at Forest Row, with which

he had many pleasant associations, and

where, as the guest of his Fairy Godmother,

he enjoyed delicious and restorative repose

under the most tender and affectionate

tendance. His Fairy Godmother says :

" His love and friendship were a great
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joy to me. I could not have loved him

better had he been my own son."

One of the Boy's sisters, who had suffered

an accident, was at this period in a nursing-

home in London for a fortnight, and every

day, although still far from strong and

easily fatigued, he made his pilgrimage up

from Forest Row, bringing his offerings of

flowers. I met him for the last time at

her bedside on August 3, and noticed that

he was still lame, intensely nervous and

generally broken down in health, and it

was, therefore, with astonishment that I

heard a few days later that he had been

passed for general service by a Medical

Board at Brighton, and expected to return

to France shortly. I at once wrote to

Sir Alfred Keogh, expressing my opinion

that, notwithstanding the decision of the

Brighton Board, he was quite unfit for

active service, and on August 9 I received

a letter from Colonel Webb, R.A.M.C., from

which I gathered that before being sent out

he would have to appear before another

Medical Board ; but again, to my astonish-
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ment, I heard no more until I received a

farewell telegram from my grandson when

he was on the point of sailing from South-

ampton on August 17. I wrote to Colonel

Webb strongly protesting, and pointing out

that his promise of a Medical Board had

not been fulfilled, and received in reply a

letter expressing regret that, as my grandson

was now actually in France, nothing further

could be done in the matter. I did not

know then, as I know now, and as I shall

shortly state, what had precipitated the

Boy's departure from this country.

The rest of the Boy's days with the guns

are described in his letters. He stood by

his guns; he fell by his guns, and died

nobly. He had days and nights of great

suffering through one of Germany's devilish

inventions, and then babbled of his home

and his loved ones, and fell asleep. How
paltry all our sacrifices at home seem when

we comprehend what our boys with the

guns have endured for us !

I knew that my grandson had lost his

liif heroically in rescuing a wounded man,
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but not until after his death was I aware

that on a previous occasion he had shown
conspicuous gallantry. With that reti-

cence, almost amounting to suppressio veri,

about their own exploits which is character-

istic of British officers and men, he had

told me little or nothing of his personal

adventures. I gathered that at Suvla Bay,

in Serbia and in France, he had been

exposed to many dangers and had endured

great hardships, and I felt sure that in all

circumstances he had acquitted himself

with courage and generosity, but it was not

until after he had passed away that I be-

came acquainted with the instance of his

chivalrous conduct at the bombardment

of the Messines Ridge, described in the

following letter, dated June 5, 1917, ad-

dressed by his Commanding Officer to his

former Commanding Officer, by whom it

was forwarded to me.

" Knowing that Taylor, from whom you

will have heard to-day, was under you in

England for some time, I thought you
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would like to know that he was the leader

as usual in one of the bravest incidents I

have seen in all my long time out here.

Briefly, we were in one of the most poison-

ous spots I have ever been in ; big stuff by

day plus gas shells all night, and during the

last four days our Brigade had had very

heavy losses in officers, men and guns. To-

day, as usual, another of the sudden open-

ings with 15-in. at the rate of four a minute,

right into the battery. The first one

wounded was Taylor, and another sub.

(slightly), and our mess waiter, and the con-

cussion blew them to a spot of comparative

shelter ; but Taylor, on seeing an officer of

another battery, desperately wounded by

the same shell, lying in the open, left the

hole, and the other two followed, and

carried him (the wounded man) into the

mess, the only splinter-proof place.

11 Meanwhile, 15-in. were still coming in

at the rate of four per minute, and a dump
close by was on fire. The mess waiter was

again hit; while carrying him in, Taylor,

though more severely wounded than the
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other two, was the first to get at him. He
will, I fear, be many weeks before he is

right. I am losing in him the best all-round

subaltern I have ever had, and a top-hole

companion in good times, and a born leader

of men, in bad times the best I have ever

met in France.

" Excuse a badly written letter, but what

with busy days and gas all night, sleep is

a thing of the past, and to-day we have

had heavy casualties and a very rough

time. /When Taylor got to the mess he

tried to help the four other wounded officers,

and was very cheery throughout. I trust

the foot wound will not prove troublesome,

his arm wound being a simple one."

This letter from the Boy's Command-

ing Officer was read to the officers of

the Brigade stationed at Forest Row, to

which my grandson had been attached

before going to France, and was posted

in the mess-room. Referring to the same

incident, his CO. wrote to the Boy's

father

—
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" I am not much of a hand at expressing

myself well, but I have been out here a

long time, and it was one of the bravest

things I have ever seen, and like in all his

work he was the leader of it."

The Boy's Commanding Officer also

wrote to me after his death, describing his

gallant behaviour on this occasion, and

said: "When one is wounded, or at any

time, to leave any form of shelter and cross

the open, under 5-9 shelling, calls for the

very highest courage."

On September 18, when my grandson,

after being operated on at the Princess

Christian's Hospital for the removal of

pieces of shell from his arm, leg and foot,

had rejoined his battery at Forest Row,

his CO. again wrote to his father

—

"111 case I am done in, I would like to

let you know that our Colonel cannot

understand how it is that we have received

three Military Medals for that day, June 5,

and nothing about George, for whom the
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recommendation was by far the strongest.

It passed through Corps, and the other day

the Colonel began to make inquiries in

case the paper had been mislaid."

When after the Boy's death the letters

just quoted were brought to my knowledge,

I thought it right in justice to his memory,

in case there had been some oversight, to

lay a statement of the facts before Lord

Derby, who replied through his private

secretary that, while sympathizing with me
in my heavy loss, nothing could be done

in the matter, as no recommendation in

Lieutenant Taylor's favour had been

received from the Commander-in-Chief in

the Field.

There I was content to let the matter

rest, feeling that the little wooden cross at

Dozinghem was the highest decoration the

Boy could have, until I discovered two

months later that he, as well as his brother

officers, had been informed of the recom-

mendation made in his favour, and that

it was really disappointment and chagrin
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at being passed over, and the fear that the

non-bestowal of the promised honour would

be misinterpreted, that drove him back

to the front for the third time, when he

was really not fit to be there, and placed

him in the position in which he met his

death.

Feeling that a cruel injustice had thus

been done to my grandson, and that any

carelessness or caprice in the distribution of

honours must be highly detrimental to the

Service and the country, I determined to

reopen the matter, and on January 23 had

an interview at the War Office with Sir

Francis Davies, the Military Secretary. I

pointed out to him that my grandson's

Commanding Officer, who was an eye-

witness of the event, reported that he was

leader as usual in one of the bravest inci-

dents he had ever seen, that in consequence

of this he was recommended for the Military

Cross by the Colonel of his Brigade, that

that recommendation passed Corps, and

that I felt entitled, therefore, to ask why

and where it was intercepted or nullified,
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more especially as my grandson's life was

probably sacrificed by the failure of the

military authorities to fulfil the promise

made to him.

On reading a memorandum I submitted

to him, Sir Francis Davies admitted at

once that it was no question of a post-

humous honour that was raised (post-

humous honours are never given except

in the case of the V.C.), as my grandson had

lived for five months after the recommenda-

tion in his favour for the Military Cross was

sent in, and then he went on to say that

it was very wrong that my grandson should

have been informed that his name had been

sent in, and to promise careful considera-

tion of the matter. But in due course I

received the routine explanation. I was

told that awards and decorations depend

entirely on the recommendations made by

the Commander-in-Chief in the Field, who
is the responsible officer, and has all neces-

sary means at his disposal for arriving at

a proper conclusion. I was further assured

that the authorities take the greatest pains
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with this part of their work, but that as

the number of decorations that can be

given is limited, it followed that it is not

possible that every name that is put for-

ward by subordinate commanders should

be transmitted to the War Office for sub-

mission for his Majesty's approval. The

Commander-in-Chief, it was added, has to

review all the recommendations put for-

ward, and by comparing one with another,

he has to decide which he should select for

transmission to the home authorities, and

though it was much to be regretted that I

should feel that my grandson's gallantry

was not adequately rewarded, it was not

possible for the War Office to question Sir

Douglas Haig's discretion in the matter.

In reply to Sir Francis Davies' letter, and

his statement that it was impossible for the

War Office to question Sir Douglas Haig's

discretion, I remarked that I might be

pardoned for questioning whether that

discretion had been exercised in my grand-

son's case. The number of recommenda-

tions is very great. Mr. Macpherson told
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the House of Commons in February last,

that during a period of ten months the

honours and awards for war services had

necessitated the publication of forty-seven

gazettes, and the number of awards was

to officers 16,813, and to other ranks 49,100.

It was clear, therefore, that it must be

impossible for Sir Douglas Haig, having

regard to his other engagements, to weigh

the merits of each individual case, except in

respect of officers of the highest rank. The

duty of selection must therefore be largely

delegated to subordinates who are liable

to mistakes, and from whom there should

be some appeal. I again insisted that the

act of bravery for which my grandson was

recommended was of a very signal descrip-

tion, entitling him to recognition, according

to the highest standard of gallantry and

self-sacrifice of which I could conceive; his

Commanding Officer, who witnessed the act,

took this view, and so did the Colonel of his

Brigade, and the strong recommendation

in his favour passed Corps and was after-

wards somewhere intercepted. Had the
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recommendation in my grandson's favour

not been communicated to him and his

brother officers, I should never have heard

of it, and should have had no ground of

complaint, but then my grandson would in

all likelihood have been here now to rejoice

his family and do further service to his

country. It was the quasi-publicity given

to the recommendation, and the failure

of the military authorities to implement

what he regarded as a promise made to

him, that mortified him, sent him prema-

turely back to the Front, and created what

I regarded as a just claim for special con-

sideration in his case.

To my renewed representations Lord

Derby most kindly gave his personal atten-

tion. On March 16 I received the following

letter from him

—

War Office,

Whitehall, S.W. i,

March 15, 1918.

Dear Sir James Crichton-Browne,

I have again been personally into

the case of your late grandson, Lieu-

tenant G. \V. Taylor, and I am very sorry
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that I cannot see my way to reconsider the

decision arrived at.

The number of decorations that can be

given is limited, and it must necessarily

result that all of the names which are put

forward cannot be transmitted by the

Commander-in-Chief to the War Office for

submission to the King. This is the every-

day practice, and I cannot but think that

you are mistaken in supposing that his

brother officers were led to infer that there

was something against your grandson,

because his name did not appear in the list

which his Majesty approved.

I fully realize the disappointment which

must have been felt by your grandson

and his family, but I am sorry to say

that there are many of these hard cases,

and to make an exception in the case

of your grandson, much as I should like

to recognize his gallantry, is, I regret,

impossible.

Yours sincerely,

Derby.

Sir James Crichton-Browne.
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This was in the middle of March. The

great push was impending, and it would

have been wrong to press my little grievance

any further at that time. The War Office

had enough to think about without being

troubled with personal matters, and so I

accepted Lord Derby's decision, so courte-

ously conveyed ; but I cannot help feeling

now that there was some soullessness and

inflexibility on the part of the War Office,

and in writing a memoir of my grandson I

think it due to his memory to set forth

the facts, as an honour intimated and yet

withheld opens the door to unpleasant

comments. A statement of the facts seems

also desirable because it may perhaps in-

duce a little more care and discrimination

in the allocation of military honours. That

has, I have reason to believe, been some-

times a little haphazard, and one who has

taken part in the process has told me that

it is often a matter of luck. Having regard

to the valour of the men of our armies of

all ranks, I would not for a moment suggest

that any honour has been given that was
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undeserved, but I do not doubt that acts

of daring and devotion, quite as distin-

guished as those that have secured official

recognition, have been passed over unac-

knowledged. The practice is, I understand,

in respect of certain events and operations,

to assign a certain number of honours to

certain sectors, and these have to be

allotted amongst the recommendations sent

in from these sectors, and the allotment

must sometimes be made in a necessarily

somewhat perfunctory manner. In my
grandson's case, I understand that the sheet

sent from Corps to Headquarters contain-

ing the recommendation in his favour

bore three names, in alphabetical order, of

officers recommended for the Military Cross

for ''conspicuous gallantry," his name being

second in the list. I suppose there was a

shortage of Military Crosses that day,

but at any rate the Cross was awarded

to the officer whose name stood at the

top of the list, while the other two

were ignored, although, according to his

Commanding Officer, the recommendation
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was, in my grandson's case, "by far the

strongest."

Some people think, I believe, that we

would be better without personal decora-

tions altogether, and the profuse way in

which they have been recently scattered out-

side the naval and military services has not

been calculated to enhance the public

appreciation of them ; but as long as

decorations are maintained they should be

apportioned with clear discernment and

scrupulous impartiality, so that encourage-

ment may be given and heartburning

avoided.

Although no Military Cross came his way,

the Boy with the Guns did his duty to the

England he loved so well, went through

the long martyrdom of war with unflinching

fortitude, and gave his life in saving the

lives of others. He was, as his brother

officers have borne witness on the wooden

cross that marks his resting-place in the

British Cemetery at Dozinghem, "a very

gallant gentleman."
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Floreat Etona

Floreant libertas justitia virtus,

Pereant fterfidia rapina cades.

" They say that war is hell, the great accurst,

The sin impossible to be forgiven

—

Yet can I look beyond it, at its worst,

And still find blue in Heaven.

"And as I note how nobly natures form

Under the war's red rain, I deem it true,

That He who made the earthquake and the storm

Perchance makes battles too.

"The life he loves is not the life of span,

Abbreviated by each passing breath;

It is the true humanity of Man,

Victorious over death."

The late Bishop of Armagh.



THE BOY WITH THE GUNS
IN FRANCE AND FLANDERS





CHAPTER I

TO IDENTIFY AND NOT DIVULGE

'
I O him his adventure, though brief, was

intense and very personal, but if he

told his story in the first person he might

be dubbed the " Boaster "
; this title would

be rude, and his friends would not like it.

Besides, he has nothing to boast of.

Every sensational story has a "hero,"

and the word may be descriptive of every

man in our army who fights, which is the

more reason for not arrogating it to any

individual.

Pronouns are confusing, and lacking in

individuality.

" Friend," beginning with a capital let-

ter, is inevitably suggestive of benevolent

societies, top-hats and white cravats.

And so let him, to whom these things

happened and these thoughts came, be

called quite simply—the Boy.

3



CHAPTER II

GETTING THERE
ATPHE Boy had been invalided back from

the East with dysentery, and for four

months he had been in bed, and for another

eight months he had unwillingly loafed in a

fruitless endeavour to get well. Sometimes

he was too ill to remember that there was

a war on, but most of the time he was

aching to get back into it.

Medical" Boards are interesting institu-

tions ; openly reluctant, obviously obliging,

voids ! Tired of continuing periods of six

months' leave, the Boy at last persuaded a

Board to pass him for light duty, and

another, two months later, to pass him for

general service.

When he was passed for service, he was

sent to a Reserve Brigade which was com-

manded by the first Colonel he had served

under. Formerly, by the envious, he had
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been called " the Pampered Sub.," now he

was pampered indeed : a glorified A.D.C.

—

a nominal assistant adjutant. Toboggan-

ing and golf were almost part of his duties.

For the rest, he rode a little, left off his

many medicines, ate largely, without dis-

crimination, and got moderately well.

The Boy was very happy there, but his

feelings were abominable : he wanted to

go out. The Fates worked for or against

him, and a few days after being passed for

G.S., he was offered a job as instructor at

a Cadet School ; this was avoided, however,

and he got his orders for France. It seemed

that the Fates still fought to keep him back

:

Eastertide, and then mines in the Channel

delayed, but could not stop, his departure.

Eventually he went out on the 13th of

August to No. 13 Camp, Harfleur, and 13

was the number of the first hut he occupied.

The journey to France began to be un-

pleasant at Southampton, where no one

was allowed off the boat at night, and there

was no sleeping accommodation on her

except for officers who were taking drafts
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across and returning next day. They must

not lose their comfort. The others—let

them be hardened—and some will not need

to remember !

Rather than spend the night in the un-

ventilated dining-saloon, amongst a crowd

and in the smell of stale food, or on the

deserted deck in the rain, the Boy chose

to make himself as comfortable as possible,

in spite of the draught, on an overflow of

kit in a passage at the top of the companion

way. The Boy concedes to the owners of

this kit the right to take it and use it, but

not to wait until midnight and then disturb

him ; and when the owner of the haversack

which formed his pillow abruptly and

without warning removed it, the Boy felt

that the flow of language that escaped him,

was justified.

After this night of 'cramped repose the

Boy wearily took himself below to wash, and

in passing a cabin containing an irascible

Colonel was roundly abused for making a

noise. Not sufficiently awake to retreat,

pained at such injustice, he stood his
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ground and argued the matter at length,

to his own satisfaction at the time, but

afterwards he was filled with dread lest he

should go to this gentleman's brigade !

But in spite of the discomfort, knowing,

or only guessing, what is before them, the

voyagers are all cheerful, with the cheerful-

ness that war produces, artificial and yet

natural.

The second night they were still in

Southampton and were allowed on shore.

And on the third night the discomforts on

board were more easily borne, because now

they were steaming to France.

Here the Boy's adventure really began.

For a night and two days he was at

Harfleur, then there were interim orders,

and on the second evening the train.

At Waterloo the Boy had met his first

Major in France, long since a Colonel, and

now returning to his command, and at

Harfleur he made the Boy adjutant of the

train, a thankless but arduous task : iron

rations and kits had to be collected, and the

resulting papers inspected. But before they
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started there was a most welcome meal of

coffee, eggs and cake at the canteen. Who
of those who have been out have not

blessed the dear women out there helping,

comforting, feeding the beast—doing really-

good and necessary work? For these

women and their like men fight ; for their

King, and their country, its beautiful acres,

its busy towns, its homes, and decent

women. But the thought of frivolous

society, as such, and the women who form

it, and still devote their lives to pleasure,

while the world is in pain, is hideous and

hurtful. They are like the scum which

in jam-making comes bubbling to the

top.

The train takes the Boy on his way. At

seven next morning he is at Rouen, where

he and seventeen other officers bound for

" the front " breakfast and lunch. In the

afternoon they continue their journey.

With the exception of the siglit of a

party of Boche prisoners riding at ease in

a large motor-wagon, while the memory
of his previous night's discomforts was
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fresh in his mind, all the Boy's impressions

of Rouen were pleasing.

The Cathedral . . . ! In such a building

one could worship God, and find Him, were

it not that the very forms and observances

of religion seem to swamp spontaneous

worship and sincerity.

When the Boy was in the cathedral a

funeral service was being conducted, and

the priests took a collection : and it set

him wondering about sin and absolution.

Religious and civil laws are so preoccupied

with its punishment, and justice so often

miscarries in this life. But God's judgment

is surely all-comprehending and therefore

merciful. And the Boy ceased to wonder

and cavil, and was comforted and soothed

by the beauty and solemnity, and was

touched by "the peace of God which

passeth all understanding."

From the quiet of the church to the din

and bustle of the station, where the train

is being loaded ! There are now close

on 1500 men and 50 officers to be ac-

commodated, fragments destined to be
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distributed amongst three armies ; and the

Boy collects an N.C.O. and six men, who

later prove useful for man-handling his

kit. They have time to get food for the

night at another canteen, and the train

starts—almost punctually. But, unable to

pull her load up the gradient, she stops

again, and the first kilometre takes over

an hour. When she reaches Boquemaison,

her second official stop, next morning, the

Boy and many others detrain. Here there

is a Railway Transport Officer who is fresh

from England, and has never had a trans-

port train to deal with before ; he is utterly

at a loss ; the Boy has the greatest difficulty

in persuading him to accept the train's

papers.

And now a walk through the drenching

rain to the Corps Camp, which consists of

tents, mostly without tent-boards, pitched

on a plot of mud. It was once a seed field,

and compensation has been paid for it, and

the Camp has been recently moved from

billets in a village, for the sake of economy,

and in a few days is to be moved back, as
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the tents are wanted for the forward areas

wrecked by the retreating Boche

!

Stiff and chilled after their journey, the

Bov and the Colonel walk and stamp to

let their blood flow, and get warm. The

Colonel owns and warns that he snores

even to the extent of waking himself.

Possessed of many good stories, and scrappy

anticipations of future history, he is an

interesting companion. He tells of the

Portuguese G.H.Q. Staff when they first

came to France. Accommodation being

limited, they had all to sleep in one room.

In the morning the orderly who called them

took away one pair of the patent leather

boots they had discarded for the duration of

their slumbers, to clean them. The Por-

tuguese gentlemen leapt from their beds,

and when the orderly came back for the

other , boots to clean, they had all dis-

appeared. Thinking, perhaps, that the

patent leather was too great a temptation

for an ordinary British soldier, they had

hurriedly put on their boots to secure them-

selves against further depredation. The
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Boy hoped his companion would talk in

his sleep.

The following day the Colonel left by
motor for the Divisional Ammunition

Column of which he was taking command.

At the last moment the Boy, who was to

have gone with him, was deprived of his

seat in the car by another Colonel, who
cadged a lift.

Another night of rain ; the only break

in the monotony being caused by an in-

toxicated sergeant reporting that a new-

comer's kit had been rifled. And not till

the victim had pulled out all his belongings

and carefully checked them, did he realize

that the only thing missing was the

sergeant's sobriety.

The midday following the Boy and two

others bound for D.A.C. at last got their

orders. They were to go by train to

Boislieu-au-Mont—to which place no train

ran ! Left to their own ingenuity they

walked back to Boquemaison. and sought

assistance from the R.T.O., but he was still

lost, and though promising much did
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nothing. And so they moved on to the

cross-roads with their kit man-handled

behind them. After a wait they stopped

a car which was able to take their kit, and

the greater part of themselves, with their

legs dangling outside, to Doullens, where

they arrived at 4 p.m.

Here they transferred to a lorry which was

due to start along the Arras road an hour

later. Past interminable lorries, and rear

bases, supplies and material, they went,

past an aerodrome, and then a Casualty

Clearing Station, . . . they were right into

the war zone now.

At Beaumetz the Boy, and two subalterns

bound for the same D.A.C., who had vir-

tually placed themselves under his equally

untried leadership, young and perhaps

fatuously keen on getting on to their

destination, got off the lorry, and leaving

their kit at the cross roads, went in search

of some means of transport to Boislieu.

After various set-backs they secured the

promise of a lorry from the Siege Park to

start in three hours, and leaving one of the
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subalterns to bring it along, the Boy and

the other lad went on the cross roads to

look after their kits. Here they immedi-

ately found a lorry that actually was going

to Boislieu, so they unhesitatingly boarded

her forthwith.

And now the journey became interesting

and intense. Through shell-torn villages

they went, along broken roads behind our

old line, then through the support, and

afterwards the front line, through No Man's

Land, through the old Boche line, and its

strength of wire, and here a rat, the sole

tenant, came hopping out; on from line

to line, from village to village wrecked by

the retreating foe, each house separately

shattered and plundered, each tree cut

down, nothing left, whole villages shelled

out of recognition, a jumble of scattered

bricks and mortar, occasionally a wall

standing, the crucifix alone respected, but

everywhere else destruction, crazy savage

destruction, everything that was burnable

burnt, everything that was breakable

broken, all seeming to the Boy curiously
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fitting, and in harmony with the landscape,

and his mood and circumstance—desolation

in the gloom of the departing day.

Night came. The lorries kept bumping
on. Verey lights were going up one after

another, seeming disquietingly near, but

in reality miles away. The noise of the

guns, continuous, was growing nearer and

nearer.

At eleven they reached Boislieu. No one

knew where the D.A.C. was, but after a

weary walk they happily fell in with one

of its orderlies. Then it was plain sailing,

but even this was not the end of the journey.

A suggested walk to the Boy's Brigade

Ammunition Column was emphatically
" napoohed " by him, so whilst a Maltese

cart was got ready he feasted off biscuits,

cheese and whisky, and then once more he

started on his way.

The D.A.C. was reached at one in the

morning, and after stumbling through the

horse-lines, kicked at by unamiable mules,

the Boy found the officers' tents. The
O.C. was awakened and seemed solicitous,
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so the Boy begged him not to get up, and

was informed that he had no intention of

doing so. Thus put at his ease, the Boy
betook himself to the mess, unrolled his

valise and slept. The end of his trudge

over, the goal was in sight.

Next day the Boy went up to his battery.

He had the inevitable whisky-and-soda at

the wagon line, and then went on to the

guns. Once more he was in action, and

the same evening he was at the O.P. doing

a shoot.

If his journey across France has seemed

to you wearisome and tedious, it was more

so to the Boy, but the impressions of it

are the preface to his months with the

guns in France.

Events pass quickly out there; they

stir you, are momentarily absorbing, and

then gone, but in their brief passing they

have impressed their negative on brain

and soul, and they leave impressions, which

are not perhaps developed until later.

And their chronicle is but a shadow of

the dread reality, and a shadow in no way
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magnifying. Men speak casually of these

things afterwards, and the emotions of their

hearers may not be stirred, but for those

who have seen and felt, heard and smelt

war, the remembrance is deeply scored,

poignant, and indelible.

War and Life and Death ! A monstrous

trinity. War is grotesque. So, too, is

Life, perhaps, and out there even Death is

so sometimes.
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AT THE GUNS

' I
VHE Arras fighting, a mongrel cross of

open and trench warfare, is at an

end.

The Boche falls back, wasting and blast-

ing a fair and smiling land as he goes

from one prepared line to another, leaving

outposts behind him. These are driven

in. Our outposts and patrols go on and

get in touch with him in his new quarters,

and our guns hasten forward.

An officer gallops back to his battery

after a reconnaissance. The battery must

drop into action this side of the crest.

They will be all right there and have a

nice easy range. He had ridden on until

he was shot at from a village which the

Boches are holding with machine-guns;

their line runs along the high ground behind

it. Yes, there is plenty of wire. Another

horse dies in the mud. . . .

18
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And the guns open fire and start levelling

the wire. Some " heavies " are firing now

as well. More guns have come up, and the

Captain is cursing because all ammunition

has to be sent up on " pack." But now

the Boche line is blasted, and the Infantry

come up
v
that night and deploy. Before

dawn they attack and get home. But

they are held up by more wire. A tank

snorts by and goes through. Most of the

Boches have withdrawn, but not all of

them. . . . And so the fight goes on from

line to line as the Boche draws back.

When the Boy reached the battery, they

were up against what remained of the

Hindenburg line fourteen hundred yards

away, and hard at it wire-cutting. The

ridge they were on had been taken without

a shot being fired ; it overlooked the plain

for four miles. The Boche had cleared on

back to the Hindenburg line and beyond it,

perturbed by the fall of Monchy further

north, which was the highest position in

their line. It had been taken by the

cavalry at a gallop, as the Boche had
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neglected, or had not had time, to wire

it. Just south the fighting fluctuated in

and out of Bullecourt. Three times we
attacked here.

The Boy's first full day with the battery

he spent at the O.P., comfortable and to a

flank in a sunken road. This road bristled

with observation posts. Six hundred and

twenty-four rounds he had fired into his

zone of the Boche wire. There was a lane

through the front line of it now.

Just south the Boches sallied forth and

got into our guns. Twenty-one they took.

Then the Australians came up, and with

the gunners, killed, in hand-to-hand fight-

ing, thirteen hundred of them in the gun-

pits, and took three hundred prisoners.

Only four guns were destroyed, and all the

rest were recovered.

So the Boy was sent out to wire the guns.

Then the other batteries sent out men to do

the same. The Boches were pinned to

their trenches, but trench warfare for us had

ceased to exist. The Boy's battery had a

patrol on their left front and a machine-gun
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section to the right, but they held no line,

and the wire allowed for less disturbed

slumber at night.

Then comes the attack.

The infantry come up in the night.

Two tanks support them, but the Hinden-

burg front line is a tank-trap, too wide

for them to cross, and they are not of very

great use. The Boy is with the guns. . . .

Up at 3.45, and read}7 for the attack which

will start in an hour. Behind the guns

there pass along the road continuously

telephonists and officers going to the O.P.s.

The Boy's servant says it reminds him of

" Cup Day "
! It is nearly time now.

Confound it !
" B " sub. aren't ready.

Three minutes to go. Some one will sweat

for this. Here the}' are. " No. 2 gun

ready, sir !

" A minute—half a minute.

" Prepare for Battery Salvo !"..." Bat-

tery Salvo—Fire !

"

They're off. Not they alone. In a

moment the whole valley has awakened

with a roar, guns spitting curses and

hate, howitzers grumbling at being rudely
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disturbed and slowly tumbling death into

the foe. The fog is everywhere split with

points of flame.

Three thousand yards away this stream

of shells pours in. Rocket after rocket

the Boche sends up. Red rockets bursting

into two go up, one after another, these are

the Boche S.O.S. And now they send up

green ones for their guns to shorten their

range. The attack is getting home. A few

shells go whistling over unheeded, and ever

the Reds go up, and ever our guns roar on.

The barrage slows down. One man is

left at each gun, and the battery breakfasts.

The Major comes back from the O.P. with

news that we've taken 1400 prisoners.

The fog is beginning to lift now.

On each flank the attack has succeeded,

in the centre it has hung up. Reinforced,

the Boche sends forward two battalions,

one on each side of the river along which

we attacked. Our right flank breaks and

comes back. Our left flank is in the air now.

(And all this was to the Boche's com-

plete surprise. He thought we were
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through, and his only object was to gain

time to get his guns away. That night he

withdrew again on the left bank of the

river.)

Our patrols are out getting into touch.

On the left the Hindenburg line is broken,

and we have mopped up some of it, but how

much is not at present known.

The Boy, accompanied by his corporal

signaller, goes out on a reconnaissance, to

look for another O.P.—for the Boche, and

for trouble, and he finds them all.

They successfully dodge shells and get

right on to the wire in safety, and are

actually looking for a way through it, when
" Sw-s-s-ss, pop-pop-pop-pop-pop-pop !

And they throw themselves flat.

"Roll over to your left, sir; there's a

shell - hole !
" the corporal calls. Stout

fellow, thinking of his officer right away.

The Boche has got a machine-gun on to

them. Just a little too soon, Mr. Boche !

Had you but waited till they were struggling

through the wire, one little minute later,

you would have bagged them.
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And they lie with the Boche sending

over a burst of bullets every now and then

to let them know he has got them. This is

awkward. If either of them gets hit it

will be the deuce for the other. They are

all right where they are, but they can't

stop there for ever. The Boy has only

been given permission to look for an O.P.,

and here he is fifty yards from the Boche,

with a long quarter of a mile, plumb in the

open, to get back over to the battery. He

has got himself into a mess all right.

There's nothing for it. After the next

burst they jump out and walk back.

Fifteen yards, perhaps twenty, then they

have to flop again. Jove, that is close !

A bullet has knocked the Boy's stick out

of his hand and broken the handle. Off

again, now running, now walking, and

dodging into friendly shell-holes. So the

game is played. Slow, relentless, deadly.

Now they are in a bit of dead ground.

" Sw-s-s-s-ss !
" No, they're not. Flop

again. At last they're clear, panting.

The same morning a brother subaltern,
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also out finding the Boche, was walking

right into their lines, when they became

impatient and started sniping him, but he

got clear away. The Boy kept his mouth

shut about his own exploit until it leaked

out later.

At the O.P. again. How the Boy wishes

he knew just where that busy enemy

machine-gun is ! There's a " Jock " patrol

working up to the line. Later they have

to come back—all but one who is " caught."

Then the Boches come out and are trying

to carry in those of our wounded still out

there. They have that one " Jock " with

them, a living shield. The Boy fires over

them, and sends them back. There are

two of the blighters who come out again

over to the right. A gun fires and one

drops. The other gets back.

The days are now spent searching the

back areas, and sniping enemy parties.

Their communication trenches are blown

to bits, and they have to show themselves.

So they try an old ruse, the cover of the

Red Cross Flag. A party of close on a
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hundred men, the flag-bearer and perhaps

four stretchers show up clean in the open.

It is off the battery zone where they are

and therefore not registered.

" Nos. 5 and 6 guns action. Four de-

grees left. Fifteen depression. Six thou-

sand H.E. Fire. Look alive ! Jump to

it." So the order goes down. Not so bad.

Near enough to make the blighters wag
their flag, anyway.

" Two degrees more left. Drop a hun-

dred. Five rounds gun-fire !
" Right into

them. The stretchers and flag go west.

They're scattering, but too late. Half are

levelled. Soon the quarry becomes scarce.

The battery's shooting is too good.

Eight days pass, and then there is another

attack. This time on a wider front by

far and on a larger scale. More guns have

come up, packed like layers of chocolates

in a box. The noisiest of all is a battery

of sixty - pounders, which is a hundred

yards behind the Boy's battery, and they

put out the candles each time that they fire

after dark. More guns are just in front.
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There is danger that the Boche will spot

their flashes, and then it will become un-

healthy. What misses one will get some

one else.

The battery has moved its O.P. now.

Shelled out of the other position, they are

dug in in front just over the crest. They

seem to be in the line of the prematures

from every battery, and prematures now

arc frequent, though a mere nothing con-

sidering the number of shells fired. The

battery gets one, a high explosive, during

the barrage in the next attack. It bursts

in the bore and blows the gun into ribbons.

The detachment has a miraculous escape.

The attack is again doomed to fail. On

the left the infantry get through and gain

their objective, but have to give back part

of their gains. We have been held up in

the same place again after an advance of

two hundred yards, and are bombing down

the Hindenburg line from where we had

previously cut it.

The Boy, off duty, again does a recon-

naissance. He is wiser this time, and does
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not seek out the Boche, but our infantry.

He starts, with his groom, on his horse,

but the Boche is shelling, and he can't get

far like this, and has to go on alone on

foot. He gets through a barrage of a

sort, and reaches the Hindenburg line at a

point where it is in our possession. In

the trench lie dead Boches, especially thick

near a concrete gun emplacement. Where
the ground was soft they had sunk into it

and are partially covered, but not quite.

A pallid, terrible green they are to look at,

and one has his brains scattered. Madame
Tussaud's Chamber of Horrors must have

called up much the same nausea in the Boy
as a child, for he thinks of it now.

The Boche dug-outs are worthy of note.

Sixty steps down, deeper here even than

in his other lines, corridors and cubicles

deep in the bowels of the earth, joining up
with one another, and in places with

tunnels going back to the rear. The Boche
had stayed in them during our preliminary

bombardment, never venturing out, living

in them like the kultured beast that he is.
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Things are not going well. We have

advanced lengthwise down the Hindenburg

line, and then run out of bombs and have

been pushed back. In the front line only

two officers remain alive. Another two

have been taken prisoners. Now the

Bodies arc holding a " block " and we

cannot reach them with hand grenades,

and have no rifle grenades. Some one has

made a mess of it all right. The Boy goes

across to the support trench to report to

Battalion Headquarters, and try to get the

very necessary rifle grenades.

While the Boy is at Battalion Head-

quarters he misses the sight of a very brave

deed. A lance-corporal in the front line,

unable to restrain himself and wait for rifle

grenades, went over the top of the Boche

block quite by himself, with a handful of

bombs, threw them over, killed five Boches,

rescued his two officers and brought them

safely back.

Now a runner comes back with news

from the troops joining up on the left.

They have got to the edge of the wood and
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have beaten off a counter-attack. The

Boy must go back. They will want all this

news at the guns, and H.Q. . . . Into the

open again, above ground, hunted along

by a 105 cm. His horses have gone back

—too much shelling—but he collects them

further on. The groom is told that only

the good die young—and so that episode

ends.



CHAPTER IV

INTERLUDES

TJWMILIARITY breeds contempt even

of danger, and there is so much to

be done, so much to be thought of, so many
interests not actually of war, though result-

ing from the conditions of war, that except

in isolated moments' one almost forgets

that it is all the same thing; the routine,

the food, the work, the play, are all part of

one's share of the War. A good deal of it

is indescribably unpleasant, but it is not

at all frightening. Even at the guns one

entertains and goes out to dinner !

For a time, after his second recon-

naissance, the Boy was down at the wagon

line, having a rest, and getting to know his

horses and men. When he came to it his

section was supposed to be the worst of

the three, but he decided that the supposi-

tion should be proved erroneous, for it was

composed of the same material as the others,

31
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and some of it was the " right stuff " too.

His own servant was a treasure, a pugilist

and a publican, possibly a sinner, but a

" stout fellow," always working and help-

ing, from the time he appeared promptly

with a cup of tea at whatever hour he was

required to call the Boy, on till the indefinite

hour of rest.

The horses were beginning to pick up a

bit now. Fifty had died in the Arras

advance, died at work, straining to move
on the guns through the mud, and the

battery was short of them. So were other

batteries, and horse-stealing was rife. After

the battery had suffered at the hands of

marauders it organized bands, retaliation

being the only kind of redress open to them,

and set out to make good their losses.

Like everything else they did it thoroughly,

and one groom who was caught twice in

one day and escaped, went back the same

night and fetched in the horse he had taken

a fancy to.

A little later, when the battery was

moving up to Belgium, they started off
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strengthened by twelve " made " horses.

At the last moment an N.C.O. came in to

claim one of them, but he was referred to

the Captain, and while he was talking to

him the horse in question was sent on past

the head of the column and trotted away,

and when he was shown round the horses

he not unnaturally failed to find the animal

he was looking for. But he was a per-

tinacious and suspicious fellow, and he

turned up again next day at La Herliere,

and that time he got his horse

!

Another particularly good " make " was

sent on, two days before the battery moved,

to the " Irish Horse," the driver disguised

as one of them, and there man and horse

waited in safety until the battery collected

them.

When the remounts did come to the

Brigade they were a truly magnificent lot.

The Boy had the advantage of being down

at the wagon line when they arrived, and

the horses that went to his section were

not worse than the others. Old " Silver

Tail," and " Sixtv Three," were both
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splendid. The first line teams were now

made up from mules, and were well worth

having.

A canteen had been started for the men

both at the guns and at the wagon line.

High prices were charged, and a hundred

per cent profits cleared, but trade was

brisk. It was the only canteen up here,

and supplied all the troops in the district.

Wagons went out every day and returned

laden, but there was never any surplus

stock. As much as a thousand francs a

week was made, and all spent on the men

of the battery, in food and extras.

Another means of supplementing poor

rations presented itself. Partridges swarmed

about there, all paired, but unable to nest.

The Boy and the Captain, who was young

and delightful, tried riding them down and

shooting them with a revolver, but were

not successful, and determined to find a

gun. Arras was drawn blank, and they

decided to try Amiens, or at least Doullens,

and to go on their shopping expedition

they asked the loan of a car from the
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nearest balloon section. On this occasion

the Boy went up in an observation balloon,

and was interested, but not excited, and
they would not allow him to come down by
parachute.

The next day they went off in the tender

borrowed from the -" Balloons." It was

certainly better than a lorry, and faster,

but they were well shaken up. At Doullens

it was dcfendu to sell fire-arms, and so

they had to go on, luckily over a smoother

road, to Amiens. Here they procured the

gun, a hundred cartridges, and a mar-

vellous dinner, and they got back to the

wagon line in the early hours.

The Amiens cartridges did not prove a

success, and after all they had to write

home for others. At length a wooden box
arrived, marked " Explosives. Danger-
ous. With Care," and it contained the

cartridges sent quite openly, so openly

that they passed the Censor, who doubtless

only suspects the unsuspicious !*****
This is all part of the " lighter side
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of war," and then the Boy is back at

the guns, with the Boches beginning to

shell. . . .

They had called it " Happy Valley,"

but it is so no longer. The Germans are

" searching " the whole side of the hill.

Such promiscuous shooting is always un-

pleasant. One cannot cope with it. The

battery is in the centre of the swing of

the pendulum. At three one afternoon

the Boy is having a bath, and the Boches

are at it again, hard at it, right into the bat-

tery this time. Quartermaster Wheeler is

killed, seven men wounded, and two gun-

pits set on fire, but these are quickly put

out.

Poor Wheeler ! He died as he would

have wished—with his guns. He loved

them, and was an artist in his handling of

them. How he worked for them ! And
they seemed to know how much he cared,

and to be alive to his touch. He looked

happy dead, smiling and satisfied. But

his loss to the battery was great, and a real

grief. He was loved and respected by
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officers and men, and when asked who

would attend his funeral the whole battery

stepped forward in one spontaneous wave.

Then came the battery's two days' rest,

and battery sports, hard work to get up

at a moment's notice, but an unqualified

success.

Then they go back to take over " B "

battery's guns while they rest. The Major,

the Boy and another go up, and to save

the men as much as possible for the battle

to come they only take three men to each

gun. The Boche is still shelling the place,

and two horses, bringing in rations and kit,

are killed that morning.

The Boy and a telephonist go out to

man the O.P. ; as it is " B " battery's and

they are not sure of its locality they follow

the wire. Near their own O.P. there is a

" strong point " now, and a length of trench,

one of a series, for the Arras chase is closing

in. The wire runs close here. The place

has been plastered with shells and the wire

is cut every few yards. They have to

mend it in fourteen places. One shell
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nearly scuppers the signaller. They reach

the O.P. at last, smarting under a grievance

at having to mend some one else's wire so

often.

Coming back is no better fun. The

Boche is crumping another strong point

with a 200 cm. (8-inch). The Boy times

them, and finds that they are coming at

three and seven minutes' interval, alter-

nately. Then he starts back. . . . Nearly

seven minutes, so he goes to ground. On
again, and to ground again. Then comes

another, a minute before its time, fired

from close up, and the Boy does not hear

it until it is on him in its last rush. He
flops just in time. Eight yards away

from the lip of the shell-hole : thumped in

the ribs by some mud, but no damage

done. . . .

One more day, and the battery expects

to go out to rest again till they go up into

Belgium, but there is another disappoint-

ment. They are wanted "for a show" in

five days.

Their guns come up before dawn, and
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they are in action again. The O.P. is

becoming unhealthy, for the " strong

point " is too close to be pleasant. The

wires are cut, and they go out to mend

them, but are shelled back, and after a

twenty-five yards bracket on the O.P.

it is moved back to the sunken road next

day. It is just as well, for the Boches

land an 8-inch right into the spot they

have just left. The guns that were in

front of the battery have already been

shelled out . Another horse bringing rations

is killed, and a new gunner, till recently

in the A.S.C., and now for the first time

under fire, is hit, but so slightly that he

suffers only from the inconvenience of

being unable to sit down for a time.

Heavy bursts of concentrated fire are

now begun at night, " Chinese bombard-

ments " on the wood behind the Boche

front lines. Then one morning two

wounded men get back to our lines. They

had been wounded and collected by the

Bodies after our last attack. Their story

is not a pretty one. In the wood we have
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been shelling they tell us that the kultured

enemy has a prisoners' cage, in which he

keeps wounded prisoners only. Our shells

come tearing into the wood and the German
guard runs away. When our " strafe

"

ceases, the guard are marched back by a

fresh one under an officer, and are shot by
that officer in front of, and as a lesson to,

the new guard. The night drags on. Later

our " heavies " are bombarding the wood
again. The fresh guard runs from this new
fury. The wire of the cage is cut and these

two men creep out. For two days they

are out behind the Boche line, in " No
Man's Land " without food or drink, and

from the time they were wounded their

wounds have not been dressed.

One of our 15-inch howitzers, a
" Granny," has arrived. She travels in

pieces, and is a masterful creation. A
terrific, but gentle monster. Her shell,

fired with little noise, can be watched on

its course as it leaves the gun, and goes up
miles into the heavens, fourteen hundred

pounds of concentrated death, rushing
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along express, and then down into the

earth . . . and it explodes. A weird and

enthralling sight to watch, an awful product

of science. The Boy, as he watches each

shell, wants to shout out aloud.

Rumours come through that the Boche

is about to fall back on his Oueant-Drocourt

line. Already the Hindenburg line appears

to be only very thinly held. A whole

company of our men go over to the front

line in the daytime without meeting a soul.

To please a Brigadier-General the Boy

sits up all one night in the rain taking

" bearings " to Boche rockets to see where

they are holding the line at night.

Then we attack again. Up at three in

the morning for the barrage, which lasts

two hours. The Boches are there all

right, but we take the whole of the first

line, now a jumble of shell-holes, and hold

a line half-way to their second line, which

is our objective. At seven o'clock that

evening we attack again, and the Boches

are caught in their dug-outs and fall quite

easilv, and the second line is ours. For
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the third night the Boy loses his sleep.

He is at the O.P. straining his eyes, with a

telephone strapped to his head. The tele-

phonists are done to a turn, and so he mans
the O.P. himself. The men at the guns

are done too. They have had nearly

eight days at it without a rest, without a

change. It was their own personal wish :

they would not go out until " the show "

was over, but they have tried themselves

severely and the strain is beginning to tell,

though their officers have been helping

them out at the guns.

The early part of the night passes quietly.

But at three in the morning the Boche

starts putting down a barrage, and shelling

our line.

" Hello, battery ! Get a man to each

gun, and be ready for an S.O.S., then put

me through to the Major," the Boy
sends down.

The situation is discussed, and the

Brigade informed. The question is whether

the Boche is going to counter-attack.

Gun-fire is ordered. And on the right of
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the battery our people attack. This seems

to disconcert the Boche. His rockets go

up, and his counter-attack is smothered

and rolled up before it could develop, even

before it could begin. He puts down a

smoke barrage, but does not follow it up.

And so that light ends.

The next evening the battery goes out of

action to get ready to start on their

journey into Belgium.



CHAPTER V

BELGIUM AND A BLIGHTY

npHE day that they came out of action

the Boy's watch went wrong—started

racing. It was probably the result of the

concussion from the last 8-inch. But to

the Boy it seemed a warning. Inexcusable

superstition, perhaps, but out there men
are superstitious. Curious things happen.

A man has a mascot—a charm of little

worth, though of great value to him—or a

photograph, or flower : he loses it, then he

loses his life. Such things are always hap-

pening. And the men must have some-

thing to believe in, and something tangible

to express their belief—a symbol, a sign,

something, a link between themselves and

the inexpressible, between themselves and

all that they cannot see or understand, but

which they feel exists. Here, one would

say, is where religion comes in, the Church

and her priests. But somehow the Church
44
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seems to fail one here, Christianity and all

this carnage are so incompatible ; standards

are changed, the best man out there would

probably be the despair of the parish at

home, and from a baptism of fire men are

born again, in many ways better, finer

men, but impatient of shibboleth, and un-

comforted by religious formulae. And yet

thev must believe in some Great Mystery,

some Unseen Power, and they call it by

different names—Luck, or Fate, or God

—

and they treasure their symbols, trust their

own instincts, believe in omens—and live

and die like men.

Before he went out this time the Boy

had said he would be home by June. And

he was.

The battery is off on the road, spick and

span, but the harness slightly spoiled by

rain which has fallen all night, and is still

coming down. They spend two nights at

La Herliere, and then move off in the early

morning, breakfasting on the way. They

stop a day and night at Lieuchcux. Here

they are billeted at a charming chalet, and
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the Boy remembers it as a green place with

trees and flowers and lilac. . . .

On the trek to La Herliere the Boy had
" made " for his Major a dog, a fine light

blue roan setter, probably a general's dog.

He came along with the battery in the

cook's cart.

Hitherto the Major's dogs had not been

a marked success. The first that he found,

a mangy cur, ate largely, then was ill in the

mess, bit the mess waiter and disappeared

the same night. His second, a genuine

find, was a fox-hound and quite a nice pup.

This one's only peculiarity was to dash at

the Boche shells as they burst. The Major

called him " Mehel Tehel Has Bass," which

is, being interpreted, he explained, "rend-

ing and tearing." But after he had been

with the battery a week he was claimed by

his lawful owner. So the new setter was

christened " Mehel the Second," and known

to the officers as " Bass," but always fully

introduced.

At Doullens the battery entrains. It is

a scorching hot morning, but they knock
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fifteen minutes off the record time for en-

training, and beer is at hand when it is

done. On the journey they feast and

drink champagne, beer, whisky, port, and

tea, which all seem to mix quite well. At

last they reach Bailleul and detrain, again

in under record time. There are nine kilo-

metres before them over the frontier into

Belgium, and then they reach their ap-

pointed wagon lines near Westoux in the

dark. At length the horses are watered

and fed, and a meal now is ready for the

men. Then the battery sleeps.

At ten the next morning they hear that

the General is going to inspect, and deter-

mine to give him a show. . . . Spit and

polish till dark, and from five the next

morning till he comes at nine ! He notices

petrol cans painted grey, and strapped on

to the wagons, and limbers for carrying

water. This is new to him, and pleases

him straight away. The horses look

splendid—all the thin ones have been spent

out before he arrives. The harness is always

the battery's pride, and the men's kits
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spread in dressing all in a row are a great

piece of " eye-wash."

The battery position is partly prepared

and the ammunition already there. A
fatigue party goes up for a day and then the

guns follow. No one likes the position, or

this new show ; they feel it is not their own,

though the Colonel remarks that they will

be glad enough to adopt it as theirs when it

has proved a success. Dug-outs have to

be made, the gun-pits improved and some

of them finished.

It is Whit Monday and the enemy is

shelling desperately. What a position !

They can dig down no more than two feet

before they strike water. Everything has

to be built up. A gun is buried—knocked

out, derelict—beside the Boy's section.

Every few minutes they have to stop work,

because a Boche aeroplane is up.

By Arras the British had the mastery of

the air. It was our 'planes which went

over the Bodies' lines. They had even

been known to go right down and use their

machine-guns. And they flew further afield
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and dropped bombs on his dumps and rail-

heads just as they pleased, and coming

back would fly down low, circle round, and

soar again, and loop the loop in derision.

But here it was the other way about, and

Boche 'planes kept on coming over, flying

low, sometimes not more than 1000 feet

over our positions, daringly audacious,

and apparently with no opposition.

In Belgium one was also handicapped by
the fact that the country was infested with

spies. Every Belgian about there was a

spy. Brigade H.Q. had been shelled out

four times. They were first at a certain

" Gordon's Farm," where Belgians had

lived unshelled since 1914, but its occupa-

tion by the British was the signal for

greater interest in it on the part of the

Boches. And the same day that they

moved their new quarters were shelled.

And that night a column of wagons was

coming up (they were not the Brigade's),

and the Boches instantly started shelling

them, corrected for line and range, and

then stopped on them. The night was
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dark, there were no 'planes up, and it could

not have been done by sound-ranging.

The guns are in action, but the Boy and

the Captain are down at the wagon line :

not for long though.

They go into Bailleul for a meal and to

get stores for the men. It is an easy

journey, accomplished by boarding a pass-

ing lorry or car. This process is known as

" jumping." There is not time to ascer-

tain the exact destination of the vehicle

selected, it has to suffice that it is going

in the direction of the place you wish to

reach. Going, they were unlucky enough

to have to change five times, but coming

back they were more fortunate and
" jumped " a car that took them the whole

way.

The next morning the Captain goes up

to the guns for an hour's visit, and comes

back " white and windy "—the Boy tells

him. He got there and was unable to get

away again. The Boche has been shelling

the battery incessantly, nearly every man
up there has been hit, and the night before
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the Germans were sending gas over as

well.

The Boy and the Captain are to go up

and relieve two of the others, and the

detachments are to be changed. They- go

up, and the game goes on incessantly, shells

and gas; gas and shells. . . .

The reason that the battery's position is

so "unhealthy''—as the boys say—is partly

that a Decauville railway runs just in front

of it, but more especially the danger is in

this Division's system of dumping ammuni-
tion. Thirteen thousand rounds the bat-

tery has, all in small dumps of a few hundred

rounds, scattered over half an acre, and

lightly covered over with earth. The theory

is that it saves the ammunition from being

destroyed by hostile fire, because if a small

chimp is hit only a small amount of ammuni-

tion is lost. But the theory is false to

fact. The Boche sends a shell over and

a splinter fires one of the dumps, and it

blows up. The Boche sees it go up and

goes on shelling, and more dumps keep on

going up. War is a gamble, and you want
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to give the enemy as few " chances " as you

can
;
your best way is to put your ammuni-

tion in your gun-pits, a dump on either side

containing a thousand rounds, and make it

splinter proof. If the Boche gets a direct

hit, good luck to him. A thousand rounds

have gone west, but he has to get a direct

hit first. It is a gamble, and he can only

win " en pleine."

As a matter of fact three big dumps blew

up here too. With a roar they exploded,

shaking in dug-outs, leaving pillars of smoke

curling up to the skies, and making craters

deep and wide enough to take in the very

fat spire of a church.

The battery is using two observation

posts, one back in some trees, and one in the

front line trench. Observing from the

trench the Boy has no need of a periscope,

he is able to look over the top. The Boche

is not looking up while this shelling is going

on. There is a " Chinese Bombardment "

as a practice, with a smoke barrage, and all

the trench mortars chiming in . . . un-

gainly " Flying Pigs " rocketing over too.
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Quite a good show, but for some blighter

shooting short the whole time, and nearly

scuppering the O.P.

And in the evening we carried out a raid,

unable to find the Boche front line, which,

as a matter of fact, had been shelled out

of recognition. We went on to the second,

and collected seven men and an N.C.O.

They were only too glad to come in : they

said they had not seen an officer for eight

* da\-.

" Zero " hour will come any day now,

and the sooner the better. Then the Boche

will have his hands too full to shell the

battery as he is doing now. " B," the

sister battery, has been shelled out from

alongside, and is now a hundred yards in

front.

The men are working to get up ammuni-

tion, and getting the boxes away on the

railway.

The Boche has shelled the Boy's battery

once, and now he suddenly starts again,

sending over " Section Salvoes " of 150

cm., right Into the battery. The men
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are making for cover. A shell lands right

into a covey of them. None hurt. The

Boy, with the mess waiter and a brother

subaltern, get behind the mess, which is a

splinter-proof erection, and they watch their

men get clear.

Then—" This is close ! Stoop !
" Crash !

It was close—about a yard away.
" They've got me," the Boy says. They

have got all three of them.

The Boy turns round. Twenty yards

away another shell has burst. Sitting up

in the open is a subaltern from " B " Bat-

tery screaming for help. Shells keep coming

in. The Boy knows fear. Death smells so

close. One can feel it everywhere. Fear

. . . awful . . . paralyzing. It grips, and

one cannot move. It is only momentary

and then overcome. If not, it sends men
raving mad. As a rule fear stimulates men
to action—sometimes the action of running

away. But after that one moment of horror

the Boy regains his control.

The three of them go out and fetch in

the wounded man. Shells still keep coming
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in. Another dump goes up, and the Boy

and one of the others are hit again . . . but

it is easy now.

And the poor fellow they fetched in is

dying. He knows, and they all know it.

Dying in agon}', conscious to the end. And

yet the whole thing seems natural. All

part of this war game and one's life out

there. The Boy does not consciously think

of his God, and yet He seems present with

them—quite close.

Oh, what can it all mean? And where

end ?

The Boy has got a " Mighty " this time,

but he goes out again. No blood-lust has

got him as the wanderlust gets some.

But he wants to go. There is something

that holds him to it. A genuine hate must

be tempered with contempt, and this the

Boy has for the German and the loafer,

and to satisfy his feelings for both he must

go back, and perhaps also to fulfil his own

tiny ; and lie is content.



CHAPTER VI

" FROM ANOTHER POINT OF VIEW

LETTER from the Major in command

of the battery to the Boy's father.

Army F.A.,

France,

June 5, 1917.

Dear Major Taylor,

Your son has written to you by

this post also. He is now very comfort-

able, and en route for the coast with a wound

in his left upper arm, and a wound in his

foot, the one on the arm a very slight one,

but neither should cause you any anxiety.

I will give you a brief account. Since

May 28 we have been in the worst position

I have ever been in. Somme and Arras were

nothing to it. Shelling all day and gas

also nightly.

Since 5 a.m. this morning we had been

working getting up ammunition from the
56
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dumps, and by 11 a.m. the shelling sud-

denly increased and 15 cm. were all over us.

The first one hit your son, Wilshin

(another subaltern), and the mess waiter,

and wounded three other officers who were

passing near.

Then a real gallant act was done. Your

son and the other two, all hit and in com-

parative shelter, on seeing an officer lying

desperately wounded on the ground, got

up again and, led by your son, managed

to carry the officer into the mess ; 15 cm.

were coming in at the rate of four a minute,

and a dump was on fire close by. The

mess waiter and your son were hit again

during the business, but they got their

man in in safety.

I am not much of a hand at expressing

myself well, but I have been out here a

long time, and it was one of the bravest

things I have seen.

And, like in all his work, he was the leader

of it.

He was, in my opinion, the best subaltern

and leader of men I have ever had the luck
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to have in my battery, or met elsewhere.

A very joyous companion when things are

rosy, and a very present help in time of

trouble when things are damnable, and at

all times a top-hole soldier.

The officer they had got in died in an

hour.

After the shelling was over he and the

three other officers got off safely on a light

railway to the dressing-station.

Your son in great form, and making plans

where we would hold our 4th of June party

(which we were unable to celebrate this

year) after this show is over.

Well, I must stop, and trust the next

news you will get will report good progress.

Yours sincerely,

(The Boy's Commanding Officer).



CHAPTER VII

IN ENGLAND

(A NOTE)

(\N a warm June clay in Sussex a haze

hung over the distant downs, and in

the heavy stillness the dull reiterant boom-

ing of guns in Flanders became an obses-

sion. It was scarcely more than a shadow

of a sound, and yet one could not cease

from hearing it, and one could not forget

that each boom meant perhaps death and

horror to men loved by some one as we

loved our Boy. And curiously, a sort of

oppression settled down on us, and his

father and at least two others felt that

morning that something had happened to

the Boy.

That was the day that he reached Eng-

land. At midday a telegram brought the

news that he had been wounded, and was

in Fort Pitt Hospital, Chatham. In spite

59
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of war-time railway conditions, and petrol

prohibitions, the cross-country journey was

accomplished, and the Boy's father reached

him that afternoon. He was wounded in

the arm and leg and foot, but sunburn

made him look well, and he was in splendid

spirits, and only " sick at having to come

away when ' a big show ' was coming on,"

and even then saying he would be back in

a month, or two at the outside. He never

even hinted that he had done anything

heroic, and it was not until later that his

Major's letter came, and gave his people

some idea of the sort of soldier he was.

The next day the Boy was moved to

Princess Christian's Hospital in London,

and a little later his foot was operated on

and a piece of shell removed, and he made

progress.

The Boy was a fine specimen of English

manhood, tall and fair, broad and straight,

but he was not really robust ; he was, and

always had been, highly strung and sensi-

tive. The old dysentery with which he had

been invalided from the East after nine
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months' service there, was on him again,

and the past months in France had told on

him. People who knew and cared for him

were unhappy about his condition when he

came out of hospital. He was highly

nervous, almost unnaturally cheerful at

times, and his one thought and object was

to get back to " the battery."

To every one it was obvious that he was

not yet fit for general service—to every one,

that is, except the gentlemen of the Medical

Board, who accepted his statement that he

was " quite all right."

In spite of the efforts of his friends he

immediately got his orders for France, and

on August 17, two months after he was

wounded, he left England again.

What he went through in the next three

months, what they all go through out there

with the guns, one hardly dares to guess.

Some idea of the horror of it can be gleaned

from the letters that follow, which he wrote

. to his Fairy Godmother within the month

before he was gassed.

The Boy was not a writer, and his notes
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have no literary pretensions ; his language

is the language of the subaltern in France,

and, what is more important, his impres-

sions and experiences are those of the

subaltern in France. Even thumb-nail

sketches of the episodes of this great war,

made on the spot, will one day be of interest.

This is sufficient explanation of the pub-

lication of this brief record, of a brief but

heroic young life

Colloquial and impressionistic as these

notes are, they are the "real thing," written

at first hand, and through them one gets

an insight into the actualities of the life

" out there "
: its humours and horrors,

the daily slogging away at duty, the com-

radeship, the officers' love of their men,

their pride in their own battery, or regi-

ment, or whatever it may be, the quiet

acceptance of the discomfort and fatigue

and danger . . . the casual heroism of the

British soldier.

Sybil Cookson.



CHAPTER VIII

OCTOBER 1917—LETTERS

October 11.

IV/TY Dear Fairy Godmother,

I got your letter of October 5

yesterday, and to-day another pair of

delightful socks. All the cleaning tackle,

as you will know by now, I got some time

ago. It was topping of you getting it for

me. As I told you yesterday, too, it was

dear of you sending me the gloves. Of

course I am not giving your socks to the

good Dobson, I am wearing them myself.

We thought, and had been told, we would

be here for a long time to come yet, another

month and more, and now to-day we have

suddenly got orders, and go back to the

war to-morrow. I don't mind the war so

much as I do the war in Belgium. We will

be further north than we were last time,

<<3
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opposite where we have not yet got the

whole of the ridge, or so I believe.

Every one talks as if the end were in

sight, but I doubt. It is so easy to imagine

the war ending when one is not actually

fighting. When one is dodging 5-o/s there

is then no time for the exuberant optimism

that floats around here. They have been

saying that they doubted if we would ever

be in action again. Such a lot of people are

convinced of peace this year. Of course we
have at last defeated the Boche—as he has

never been defeated before*. When we have

the whole of the Passchendaele Ridge we
get a clear view to Bruges, and the blighter

can hardly hold on in the marshy country

below us through the winter, overlooked

by us and shot to pieces whenever he dares

to move.

This is, I think, what every one bases

their optimism on. Boche will have to

retire again according to plan. He may
lose the Belgian coast. He may lose an

army as well. All his light guns are rattling

to pieces. His heavies he will have to
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get back, as he can't afford to lose any, and

so won't stop and fight them. There are

possibilities, aren't there, and he is getting

fed up—only weary and depressed troops

would have lost the ridge to us as they

have done, and not to our best divisions,

and only a few were employed. I suppose

you all know he was going to attack the

same time as we did. Both zero hours

were at the same time. Boche barrage

was too far back, and all our troops well

his side of it, and our barrage came right

down on his troops. It was a record killing

day, and we did in seven of his divisions,

including, most important of all, four

reserve divisions. I can still speak of his

divisions like that—a target, but not of men.

It all is so hopeless and crazy. It is only

the issue that one must remember, and that

is hard. A winning issue is good, but

fighting with one's back to the wall pro-

duces the best, I think. There are none of

the intoxicating effects of the former.

Well, 1 won't be going to Paris now,

that's certain. To-morrow I go on with an
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advance party to be in action on the 13th.

One might say of course.

My love to you,

Yours world without end,

George T.

October 15.

When I wrote to you last, Fairy God-

mother o' mine, I was just about starting

for the war again. Now I am in a Boche
" pill-box " in a Boche hurdle, an F.O.O.

The scene has changed. I must " hark

back " a bit to cover the last few days.

Motor-'buses took us to the wagon lines

of the unit we were relieving—within a

mile, that is. Wr

e got there in the afternoon,

and in the rain. The standard of living

varies as much in regiments as it does

with the working man and the wealthiest

man in the land. The regular is the least

able to make himself comfortable. This is

an invariable rule, and discomfort can't

make for efficiency, can it? If you have

some sort of a shelter where you can go

and get dry and warm you don't mind, so
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much, the greater discomforts. Result, you

do what you've got to do better, for you

are not for ever damp and chilled. Luxury

out here is a very indefinite something, but

such as it is to be fostered diligently. We
keep our buttons clean not for necessity.

This unit at their gun line lived under a

baby elephant shelter (about 9 ft. x 9 ft.),

shape f| . Here they lived and ate and slept,

though one of them had to sleep on the

table (2 ft. x 5 ft.) ; for the floor they had

half an inch of mud, and had to bale con-

tinuously to prevent that mud becoming

half an inch of water. They slept on the

floor. As soon as I took over we boarded

the floor, and I got up a stretcher (I had

brought two with the kit) from the A.D.S.,

and by the following midday we had a

mess completed, made of more baby

elephant shelters. It boasts a stove, and

we live luxuriously ; that is, in comparison

with our neighbours. At the wagon line

they lived and slept in one leaky tent next

(\>><>v to a farm. We at once moved into the

farm. Aren't we wise compared to these
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others? The men are all in at least 4'2-

proof dug-outs. Men are fairly comfort-

able; we are making them a recreation-

room (more baby elephants), and then they

should be well off. The signallers have got

a pill-box behind the mess. Yesterday was

quite full of incident. The Major and I

spent the morning digging gutters to drain

the place, and worked hard at building

the mess. Then up came the R.E. material,

etc., from the wagon line, just when Boche

started to shoot. I was out of luck as I got

hit hard in the back, but it was only a stone

that had been blown my way, and not a

Blighty. So far this seems a nice quiet

part of the world, a haven of rest after

Pote. One of our O.P.s is within 200

yards of the guns. The Major and I were

there in the afternoon admiring—rather

studying—the scenery, when I saw my first

17-inch shell a long way away, and so,

interesting. The Major had left, and I was

just returning, when along came ten Gothas.

Machine-guns all spat and coughed at them,

and the air was white with bursting shrap-
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nel. They weren't particularly worried,

though, the blighters, and started laying

eggs, but again I was much too interested

to get the breeze up. I saw a machine

crash in the afternoon. Poor devil, his

'bus broke up coming down. To-day and

to-night I am F.O.O., and comfortable.

I got your letter, dear Fairy Godmother,

yesterday, dated October 8th. Surely I

nearly always speak the truth? Anyway
the green socks weren't a bit too long, nor

the others a bit too thick now this weather

has started. I could really do with them
another inch longer. Gloves would be, I

know, greatly welcomed by our children,

but we have a family of 200. I got a

second in one steeple-chase and a win on

the flat with Dolly (a match), but was

nowhere in the big race, as I told you, I

think. Life is all hard facts out here, dear

lady, but having an ideal to aim at alters

it, softens it a little, and one day, if one

endeavours greatly, the ideal may become
a hard fact—bettering the lot of posterity.

I had a letter from each of the L
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children a few days ago, and a request for

a bit of Boche 'plane, and even that I have

managed to acquire.

Good-night.

My love to you,

Yours world without end,

George T.

B.E.F.,

October 22, 1917.

Fairy Godmother my dear,

I am down at the wagon line,

and have been here three hours now. I

cannot properly remember, but I think

I wrote to you a day or two ago, a wild

despairing note, telling you that I was

alive. And as I can't remember what I

said, I am fearful lest I have alarmed you.

I have had a bit of a shaking, but I am
going to be all right and myself again after

a day or two of rest. And now I'll try and

tell you of all that has happened for the

last eternity of a few days.

I think I finished my last letter to you the

day after I had been the Brigade F.0.0.
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Well, whilst I was on that job the Corps

General, with his gilded Staff, had come

floating up to admire the view, which, of

course, could only foreshadow an attack.

A ,country looks feasible enough through

field-glasses. But an army has to advance

over it—or rather through it—and not

merely look over it.

On the 17th I know I was digging

gun-pits twelve hundred yards behind our

line under cover of a ridge that earlier

on had been shelled by 12-inch and

15-inch stuff, and its condition was inde-

scribable. There had been a road behind

it, and behind that a stream. Both had

disappeared, the one into the other per-

haps, and there remained only a water-

logged tangle, and the ridge itself with its

pill-boxes. All was shambles, of course,

huge shell-craters, and dead Boches lying

unburied. There, too, was a Boche

8-inch howitzer position, with its huge

charge-cars still lying about. This position

must have been abandoned on July 31st.

The next day we had to take over
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another battery's guns. The regulars have

not the faintest conception of how to fight.

(Don't tell the Colonel I say this, please,

but it's quite true !) This was a most
indescribable position. No one lived ac-

tually at the guns, and even in the day-

time it took them fifteen minutes before

they could fire an S.O.S. ! ! Three of the

batteries had amalgamated ; the B.C.s

lived at the B.C.'s post 800 yards away.

The men lived 200 yards from the guns,

and the subalterns in a " lean-to " near

the men.

On the 18th we had a working party out

building- positions which we had cancelled

after a day's work on them. Prest had
gone down to the wagon line (seven miles

away), and Wilshin was to come up. The
Major had also gone down for the day, and

I was left in sole and supreme command,
with only a sergeant and ten men at the

guns, as the others were away working on

the new position which I have just men-

tioned that we were preparing. Then, of

course, orders began to fly. I had to
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register and calibrate the guns and find

the corrector. I had to start working on

yet another position, and make a road to

get the guns out of the position we had

originally taken over. The guns we were

then with we were going to hand over

again. I did it all somehow, and had

orderlies flying about too. Then Wilshin

came up, too late to assist, but I left him

in charge and went off to find this newest

position which we were to go to : it was on

the left of where I had been working for

another brigade on the 17th. For a cer-

tain way the road had been made once

more, mostly with timber, but where we

had to go to it was hard even to see where

the road had ever been. I got the most

leftward position allotted to us, so my
journey was not wasted, as so far we have

not been able to occupy it. The R.E.s

will have to make the road before ever we

can. Off the road on one side are nothing

but craters, one running into another,

fifteen to thirty feet deep, on the other

side there is just a flood and morass.
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Coming back there started for me a

shelling which lasted for twenty-two hours.

This happened as I was in four different

places during those twenty-two hours, going

from one to the other just in time for a

proper bumping at each. Really hard

shelling all this, Fairy Godmother dear,

5-o/s and 8-inch at the rate of four to six a

minute, or at an even higher rate at times.

They started on a road just when I was
getting to it, and I lay out for a couple of

hours watching 5-o/s falling for the last

fifty yards of their flight one after the

other. Then they swept a bit to the left,

and I was off and through this barrage.

The Boche was searching beyond with an

8-inch though, and one of these shook me,

I think, a lot more than I realized at the

time. Then I had to get back to the guns

to relieve Wilshin. This entailed going

through another barrage, which thickened

up so much after I had got there that I

couldn't get away for another hour. When
the Major got back I went up to the B.C.'s

post to see him, and had to run for it getting
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back to the guns again. That night Boche

gassed for three hours and shelled forthe rest.

In the morning Wilshin was away dig-

ging on our nearest position, and the Major

away with the Colonel. I had to go back

to our old and original position to see

about the road out for the guns, material,

etc. The Boche knew this show was

coming off, and he started in to do his best

to stop it, and he nearly succeeded. As

you can see, with the guns going forward,

ammunition galore had to be got up. We
had orders to get up 6000 rounds, and all

in forty-eight hours, and all had to come

up by " pack."

The Boche broke the road at an im-

portant junction in the rear and nothing

could get back. To get a vehicle off the

road is to sink it. Well, dear, I've never

seen such a fearful sight as there was along

that road. Nothing could live, nothing

did remain alive on it. Dead and dying

horses were piled up. The road was the

one I marked " A " on the sketch.

K) I was at our old position when the Boche
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started. I tried to get back to the B.C.'s

post and failed once. It simply couldn't

be done, but I endeavoured again, and I

got there somehow. And then I got such

a bumping as I've never had before. This

B.C.'s post would not keep out a shell, and
they were playing on it with 5'o/s and
8-inch. The concussion of really near

ones snuffed my candles nine times in half

an hour, and the Boche kept it up for

some three hours. We got up 700 rounds

previous to this, by the way.

All this time I had not had much sleep

for a week; up at 5 a.m. each morning.

That evening I was lying down resting

when a shell came into the mess' and
wounded Polden of " D " (and Wilshin

slightly): Polden is a "Blighty." The
Major and I were next door to the mess
when this happened. We got Polden in

and were bandaging him up. Poor chap,

he was hurt, but will be all right.

He said :
" Isn't this just like ' A '

Battery !
" Wasn't that splendid of him,

my dear?
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And the next night a Boche flame-

bomb dropping got my poor good Dobson, 1

and Hicksey, the Major's servant. Dobson

was badly wounded, but not dangerously,

thank goodness, a piece going into his back

just missing the spine. When I got to him,

the hrst thing he made me do was to take

the watch of mine which he was wearing

off his wrist. That was brave enough,

wasn't it ? I took him down to the

Advance Dressing Station. They nearly

had the lot of us going down. Boche was

8-inching. The nearest was about five yards

away though, and no damage was done.

Well, dear, when I got to the A.D.S. I

was so done in, and so cut up about Dob-

son—I feared he would die—that I wept

to the M.O., I completely broke down.

Can you understand? They took me in,

and marked me " Severe shell shock," and

I was a prisoner. Later a batch of wounded

came in, and both the M.O.s had to go and

see to them, so I cleared out and went

back to the battery. I feared they might
1 His servant.
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think I had got " cold feet " for one thing,

and for another I knew that with a rest,

and my reserve—which is a deep well, it

seems—I would be all right.

If you see me in the Casualty List as

shell-shocked and missing, Fairy God-

mother, don't be alarmed, as really I am
neither, and most certainly not the latter.

I will write you again to-morrow. I am
feeling better now, Fairy Godmother, and it

has done me good tounburden myself to you.

All my love, and don't think me mad,

George.

October 27.

Now, my dear Fairy Godmother, I can

really sit down and write to you. Since I

last wrote to you I have been on the run

all day and part of some of the nights as

well. The Major came down the day after

I did, gassed. We have moved forward,

and the officers were sleeping in a Boche

pill-box that was saturated with phosgene.

The dear old Major is not too bad, and is

going to be all right soon. Amsley, " B's
"
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Major, is in the same plight. Wilshin and

Johnson of " B " have gone down to the

Base as stretcher cases. It really is hard

luck. Roberts, our Captain, went on up

to the guns when the Major came down,

and so I am running this end. I am going

to write the Colonel all about that, as it

may interest him. My rest, of course,

simply hasn't happened, but this work has

been far better. It has kept me properly

occupied, and I'm in my element, dear—

I

love organizing.. There is a captaincy

going pretty soon, I believe, and I'm

hoping. The jolly old* Major wants to get

this and the other battery, when a vacancy

will occur, amalgamated, and then re-

shuffled, provided Roberts gets his majority,

so as to keep me with him, which of course

is delightful, but might be disloyal to

Roberts if he didn't become a Major-man.

I am going to talk about all your letters

of the 14th, 16th and 22nd. I believe you

are superstitious, Fairy Godmother o' mine,

you have never said anything about my
coming home on leave this time. Not once.
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Last time you did, and I was wounded. Is

this right ? I'm sure it is. So there. The

enclosure from Lady N delights me 1

—"jerky and ragged." That is me all

over, alas ! I did write the rotten thing,

though, in a crowd. For the future will you

help me ? Page ten is the fruitless brilliant

endeavour of a beginner, and all but the

beginner saw through it. I believe my
Serbian letter was better than this last.

I will one day, I hope, be able to re-write

them both. I have given up trying to

have dry feet. This mud goes through

anything, and I'm using up a pair of socks

a day. I wonder if your depot really would

send out some socks to our children. These

drivers are wonderful—worked to death

almost at present, always getting a hot

time, and always cheery. They are very

brave. Your last letter came yesterday;

till then there had been no mail for four

days. A long time it is, out here, to receive

no letters, and letters are worth while. I

have no very great use for the Russians at

1 A criticism of his earlier notes made in France.
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present. I'm sure you are absolutely right

in what you say.

Good-night, Fairy Godmother.

My love to you,

Yours world without end,

George T.

October 28.

So my Fairy Godmother has got my
lugubrious letter of the 22nd, and I have

got her letter of the 25th. Both have

travelled swiftly, haven't they? And you
mention leave. Well, I hope to get it in

under a month, D.V., and leave now is for

fourteen days, and I'll have to get an

extension for " legal affairs," I'm hoping.

I've seen no opportunities coming my way
yet, only an uncommonly vast number of

close-up 5'9's. I go up to the guns on the

31st, as O.C. R goes on leave, and
I have got the Colonel to order my jolly

old Major to stop down here.

My love to you and good-night,

Yours world without end,

George T.
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Army Field Artillery,

October 31.

My dear Colonel,

Up at the guns again and up to

our middles in mud. The Major is still

lying up at the wagon line gassed, and our

Captain, an infant prodigy and a wonderful

boy, has just gone on leave for his twenty-

first birthday. I'm up here with our two

remaining, and other, subalterns; so with

brigade F.O.O. liaison duties, and one of our

guns a thousand yards advanced, there is

plenty to do. Whilst R was up here I

was running the wagon, and I found it a

good job. Boche bombs all the wagon lines

now, and does a lot of damage. The mastery

of the air is becoming an ever-increasingly,

all-important factor in the war now. Next

year whoever has enough 'planes should

very nearly win the war. Sufficient 'planes

and sufficient bombs could make it too

unendurable for the other army to con-

tinue existing. It is all that we do out

here—just exist, but we seem to exist

cheerfully. Our wagon line is about eight

kilometres behind where we now are, but
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wagons can come right close to the guns.

To our forward gun I had to " pack " up

1000 rounds
; 500 rounds I sent up, and the

drivers salved the second 500, so the work

was divided for the 'osses. All our first line

and our transport consists of mules, and,

except when I had to " pack " and move the

guns, I have not had to call on the horses.

We run an advanced wagon line about

half-way up, which is a great saving all

round. Here we have four wagons from

the B.A.C. and six of our own. In this

way I've been getting up 1000 rounds a

day, and on one day, with salving, I got

up 2300 rounds. Getting up all this am-

munition has been a colossal job, and the

poor little mules have done so well. We
have thirty up at the advance wagon line

at a time, and fourteen spare ones, so we
can rest some of them. One of our mules,

" Nigger " by name, who usually gives four

shoeing-smiths half a day's hard work when
they shoe him, came down the other day and

was shod in half an hour. For all this work

they aren't showing it much, and it would

have pulled the 'osses to pieces. We have
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got aty the horses under cover on good stand-

ings, and it's going to pay us all right. We
have been carrying the tarpaulin for this

all the summer. For the rest I've been

spending my time chasing round at C.R.A.

and C.R.E., and chasing round the necessary

shells.

Well, good-bye, sir, and the best of luck.

Yours world without end,

George T.

Army Field Artillery,

B.E.F.,

November I, 191 7.

Fairy Godmother my dear,

Another month begun and two

letters from you, also the socks. It is dear

of you. Ellis, my new servant, quite young

and not a bad lad, once a clerk, gets on

fairly well. Oh ! my dear, poor Dobson

died of his wounds. Will you write to his

wife, dear?

Mrs. Dobson,

22, Whitehead Street,

Blackburn.
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He leaves five kiddies. It is all so cruel

and should be so unnecessary, this hatred

and madness. This child really loathes

war, Fairy Godmother. There is a queer

indefinite something, manhood perhaps, or

the fact that I am a Britisher, and an

officer, which makes me stick to it, and put

my best into it ; which would make it im-

possible for me to " quit " even if I could :

it is not self-righteousness, nor any personal

hatred or revenge, and there is no glamour

or beauty in it for me; simply one keeps

on,—but it is all so gruesome, so merciless

and hateful. . . .

Will you thank Doro for the photos.

The tyke should be photoed on a lead to

really show himself off.

You should break the little blighter to a

lead as soon as you can, my dear, as he will

be an awful trouble if not accustomed to one.

I am up at the guns now doing B.C., and

with only one subaltern, too, as the other

has left me in the lurch and gone on (an

unnecessary) special leave. He might have

waited a few days for—well, I must tell you.
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Army have specially asked the Brigade

for a battery to go out and act as a depot

training battery for the winter, and we
have got the job. Oh, I do hope it will all

be fixed up. It is a great compliment to

the Brigade and to us. I've been getting

our horses properly tailed and getting our

head-chains like silver ; the tails and chains,

and our " eyes right " and " left," did

it. We practised—that is, they did it at

Havre—on dummies : we used just sand-

bags for side and off horse, and we were

the smartest thing I've ever seen giving a

salute. All up and all over together—up
at the word " eyes," then a pause, then

" right " and over like clock-work, and

the same coming back. All going well

we should pull out in about a couple of

weeks, and then clean up and become a

battery once more before starting on our

adventure of improving the young mind.

The job of gilded Staff would suit me
admirably. Wilshin has got home with

his gassing, and has just got an M.C. for

the Ypres fighting. I'm jolly glad. He's
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a very stout boy and one of the best, but

has been badly shaken and wounded, first

when I was and twice since, each time

having a miraculous escape. With the

gas, that makes four stripes for the lad.

He was formerly on the Peninsula as

Lance-Corporal in the Yeomanry. I have

never had the censor tamper with any of

my letters before. I suppose he opened

the last because it was unduly fat.

My love to you and the Colonel—I wrote

to him the other day.

Yours world without end,

George T.

This was his last letter.



CHAPTER IX

O

" WOODEN CROSS
"

Letters from the Boy's CO.

|N the night November ist/2nd a gas

shell burst in officers' mess.

Lieut. Taylor, Lieut. Prest, and Lieut.

Fletcher were inside the adjoining dug-out.

A servant sleeping in the mess was badly

wounded and gassed, and Lieut. Taylor,

while dressing his wounds and getting him
outside, was gassed also.

All three went to hospital.

I saw Taylor to-day (November 4) at

Casualty Clearing Hospital, where he will

remain for another three or four days

before he can be moved by train. He is

severely blistered all over by the mustard

oil, and, like all cases, is unable to see for a

few days. He is in no danger whatever,

so no need for anxiety.

Merely, as he says, " extraordinarily

uncomfortable."
88
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One comfort is that he will escape this

winter out here.

Excuse this manner of informing you,

but I have lost all my officers lately, and am
single-handed in the battery, so slightly busy.

I will miss him like the devil.

, Major,

4 n/17. Army Bn. R.F.A.

5 p.m., 6. 11. '17.

Dear Major Taylor,

I posted off by ordinary post a

hurried note written at guns to tell you

your son, together with all my officers up

at guns, had been gassed and had gone to

hospital.

I was able to see him on the 4th, when he

was badly blistered, and, as he said, very

uncomfortable, but at the hospital they all

thought that he could follow the other

officers and get down to the Base by train

in a few days.

But to-day's report is not quite so

favourable. As we are at last out of

action, I will be able to see him the first
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thing to-morrow and will let you know at

once how he is. You will probably receive

my first note after this one, as I am sending

this by a man going on leave. I am very

anxious about him, and, thank Heaven, I

will be able to see him and give you a full

report to-morrow, as, being single-handed,

was unable to get back yesterday.

Yours very sincerely,

(The Boy's Commanding Officer).

Telegrams.

To Major J. W. F. B. Taylor.

Deeply regret to inform you Lieut. G. W.
Taylor died the result of gas-poisoning.

The Army Council express their sympathy.

November 12, 1917.

O.H.M.S.,

Buckingham Palace,

November 17, 1917.

To Mrs. J. W. Taylor,

15 Shane Street, S.W.

The King and Queen deeply regret the

loss you and the Army have sustained by
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the death of your son in the service of his

country. Their Majesties truly sympathize

with you in your sorrow.

Keeper of the Privy Purse.

9.1/17.

Dear Major Taylor,

Before you will have received this

you will have received the wire informing

you of what has happened. The whole

Brigade is absolutely heart-broken. I know

full well how much harder it is for those

in England, and words are of but little use,

but I will do my best to tell you what I

know of the last days.

Of the actual night, November 2, I can

get very little information ; all the officers

of both batteries who were at the guns and

all detachments actually on the spot are

casualties, with the exception of two, one

of whom is on leave and the other has

not yet got his voice back, and, like all

of us, can literally hardly make himself

understood.

I saw him on the 4th and 6th and 7th,

and although the doctors admitted he was
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severely gassed they did not tell me he was
in a very critical condition. They said

it entirely depended on whether bronchial

troubles set in. On the 9th our Brigade

marched back to a rest area, and the report

I got from an orderly, sent off early that

morning, was that he had passed a good

night. It appears that bronchial troubles

set in that day, and he weakened rapidly.

I saw the nurse, who is writing to you, and

the Chaplain, a very good fellow.

I feel somehow that in my previous

letters I should have put things differently,

but the more one sees of gas, the less one

can judge of results, and the most extra-

ordinary cases of one being taken and the

other left are always occurring, and one

could but report what the doctors told one.

I only wish I could have spent more

time with him, as he was each time perfectly

normal and calm and confident, and one

could not bring oneself to believe so

splendid a young life could be taken; but

things were desperately busy, and being

the only officer left and still infernally
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weak from my go of gas, I was unable to

be with him more, as the distance was great.

I hope to be able to post this by a man
going on leave to-morrow, so will write

to-morrow to tell you of the last honours

to one of the most gallant gunners that has

ever fought in this Brigade.

The Colonel and I are going over, and I

have got a motor-lorry to take as many
men as possible.

I simply can't write more to-night. One

has from one's own feelings some faint idea

of what it must mean to you.

Yours in sorrow, and pride at having

known him,

(The Boy's Commanding Officer).

10. 11. '17.

Dear Major Taylor,

This morning the Colonel and I

and as many men of the battery as possible

(all applied to come, but it was impossible

to get more lorries), went over to the

hospital, and at n a.m. the little military

service took place.
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The Colonel is writing to you, and the

Chaplain, with the information of exactly

where the cemetery is.

Please excuse a very lame letter, but I

am very useless at describing what I feel

about it all. He was beyond all doubt the

most efficient, cheery and popular subaltern

in the Brigade, and I cannot describe how
deeply we feel about it.

20. II. '17.

Dear Major Taylor,

I received your letter to-day.

Your telegram (as is so often the case) was

delayed, and reached me on the nth.

You know the curious feeling which makes

one often talk freely about one's innermost

feelings to a comparative stranger rather

than to discuss them with an old friend, and

for that reason I found it much easier to

write to his grandfather, Sir James (whose

address George had given me on Novem-
ber 4, with the request to write to him about

Princess Christian's), and when I was

writing to you it was twice as difficult,

for I knew only too well how desperately
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hard such news comes to one, and I knew,

from all he told me, how devoted you were

to each other—not merely father and son,

but the best of pals too.

I had meant to tell you about the shell-

shock. When his servant Dobson got

wounded on the 21st, he went to the dress-

ing-station with him and was collared by

the doctor, and a message came back by

one of the stretcher-bearers that he was

being kept there, but half an hour later he

turned up again at the battery ; but I sent

him down to the wagon line next day, and

he remained there till October 30.

I was in bed gassed at the time, and he

was running the wagon line with his usual

tireless energy, and the questions of organiz-

ing ammunition supply, etc., when horses

and men are all blind beat is not an easy

one ; but whether he was doing Officer at

Guns, at O.P., or Acting Captain at the

wagon line, the result was always the same,

the maximum accomplished with the

minimum fuss and worry.

He was one of those rare gems of officers
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with which one can know for certain that

if they have a job to do, one need no

longer worry about it, and one can be

absolutely sure that it will be well done.

The battery, as a whole, and his left

section in particular, are absolutely broken-

hearted. I will post in Daily Orders the

hour of the Requiem {Service on the 23rd.

About the wording on the cross, it is not

yet completed, so it can be altered to what-

ever you wish; but I was planning to put

merely the date, and to omit the gas

poisoning, etc., as is so often put on, with

the words " Floreat Etona " above his

name and battery.

I always like to think when one is making

some pitiful little erection of shell cases

round the shell-hole grave of some friend,

or, as in his case, a cross in a military

cemetery, that the spirits of one's dear

comrades must be rather amused and

touched by our efforts over a spot in France

or Flanders for which they themselves do

not care a damn. Being free and joyous

in the happy hunting-grounds of the next
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world, all this life must seem like some

evil dream.

Before the War it was a tragedy to die

young, because it was unlikely that much
had been accomplished in the few years of

life, and because for a good many years

one would be so infernally lonely in the

next world.

But now all is changed; only too many
of one's friends are there waiting for one,

and to gain the imperishable decoration of

a wooden cross in France is more than many
accomplish in many years' peace-time life.

Yours,

(The Boy's Commanding Officer).
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" In Flanders' Fields the poppies blow

Between the crosses, row on row,

That mark our place, and in the sky

The larks, still bravely singing, fly,

Scarce heard amid the guns below.

We are the dead. Short days ago

We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,

Loved and were loved ; and now we lie

In Flanders' Fields.

Take up our quarrel with the foe

;

To you, from failing hands, we throw

The Torch—be yours to hold it high

;

If ye break faith with us who die,

We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders' Fields."

The late Lieut.-Col. John McCrae.

(Quoted by permission of the Proprietors of Punch.)





OUR SERBIAN EXPEDITION
A SIDE-SHOW OF THE WAR





CHAPTER I

OUR SERBIAN EXPEDITION—THE SITUATION

T3EFORE beginning the scrappy narra-

tive of my experiences with the

Expeditionary Force we sent—though too

late—to Serbia, I may, perhaps, without

unduly encroaching on the province of the

historian, briefly touch on the events in

the Balkans which led to our intervention.

My record of such of these events as were

not within my personal knowledge may be

regarded as dubious, because founded on

what is known as "cook-house" gossip;

but that gossip is in the main founded on

fact, although enlarged and embellished,

and is genuine in essence, if fictitious in

its accessories. In having resort to this

" cook-house " gossip I have tried to shear

off the accessories and get at the real facts.

Serbia was in the first instance betrayed

by the Allies, no doubt with the best

103
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intentions, but still betrayed. When in

July 1915 an Austrian Army, strongly

reinforced by German troops, was massed

on her Hungarian border, she appealed to

the Allies for help, and was told in reply

that they would obtain for her the help she

required from Bulgaria—that is to say,

from her arch and inveterate enemy. In

the whole history of diplomacy there is, I

suppose, no more pitiable exhibition of

purblind incompetence than that displayed

by our Foreign Office at this juncture. It

tried to bribe the Sofia Government to

organize an expedition to march on Con-

stantinople, by offering it slices of Rou-

mania, Macedonia and Greece, without the

consent of the owners of these slices, and

with the inevitable consequence, had the

bribe been accepted, of setting them all by

the ears, and of an all-embracing Balkan

War. It allowed itself for precious months

to be hoodwinked and beguiled by that wily

old Ananias, M. Radoslavoff, the Bulgarian

Premier, and by its vulpine monarch, and

carried on friendly negotiations with them
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at a time when it was well known that they

were pledged to the hilt to the Central

Powers, from whom a large loan had been

obtained, and were preparing for war with

feverish haste. It ignored the urgent dis-

patches of the Serbian, Roumanian and

Greek Governments, as to the impending

danger, and, worst of all, it refused per-

mission to the Serbian Army to cross the

frontier and attack the Bulgarians before

they had completed their concentration.

With noble but fatal loyalty Serbia accepted

the mandate of the Allies, and withdrew

her army from the Bulgarian frontier,

abandoning vital positions, and remained

to be crushed between the upper and the

nether millstones of the Austro-German and

Bulgarian Armies. The whole course of

history would have been altered had Field-

Marshal Putnik been allowed to march on

Sofia and thus check the Bulgars and

secure the Salonika railways, by which

the support promised by the Allies might

have been brought up.

But it was not to be. The Allies were
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duped by Radoslavoff and Ferdinand, a

low type Hun badly disguised ; the golden

opportunity was lost, and as far as Serbia

was concerned our expedition was fore-

doomed to failure. It is sad to hear the

stories told of the trust the Serbians placed

in us, of the way in which they decorated

their towns in transports of joy when the

news of the disembarkation of French and

British troops at Salonika reached them,

and of their dauntless valour when the

promised aid never came and they found

they were left to their fate. General Sar-

rail's force was landed at Salonika just

two months too late to be of any use in

saving the situation as far as Serbia was

concerned.

But Greece had to be considered. When
Bulgaria declared war on Serbia, M. Vene-

zelos—that great and patriotic statesman

—

realized that without help she could not

withstand this fresh and treacherous on-

slaught on her, or, on two fronts, extend-

ing to about iooo miles, or with an army

of 250,000—many of them only recovering
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from typhus fever — encounter 300,000

Austro-Germans and as many Bulgarians,

much better armed than she. In this

emergency what did Greece propose to do ?

By the treaty of 1913, Serbia and Greece

were bound to come to each other's assist-

ance if either was attacked by Bulgaria.

This engagement, alike for the honour and

interests of Greece, M. Venezelos desired

to fulfil. A majority of the people were

with him, but a strong pro-German party,

countenanced and encouraged by the King

and his German Consort, and recruited by

German agents throughout the country,

spending money lavishly in promoting a

pro-German propaganda, held his hand.

He foresaw that the Bulgars, when vic-

torious over the Serbians, would not hesitate

to invade and overrun Greek territory in

an endeavour to acquire the much-coveted

and fertile district of Kavalla with its

port and the port of Salonika, aided as they

would be by the Central Powers, who would

thus obtain valuable submarine bases in the

Mediterranean.
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With the King and Queen and a military

caste against him, M. Venezelos could not

induce his country to come to the assistance

of her ally. But Serbia had a treaty with

Greece conferring on her the right to use

the port and railway from Salonika for

providing herself with food and munitions,

and, taking advantage of this, M. Venezelos

invited the "Allies to send 150,000 men
in support of Serbia, which, having at

last discovered the treachery of the Bul-

gars, they agreed to do. But there was

treachery in Athens as well as in Sofia. On
October 4, M. Venezelos affirmed in the

Chamber of Deputies that Greece would

loyally hold to her obligation and make

common cause with Serbia, and in this he

was supported by a substantial majority,

but the next day the traitor King forced

his resignation. The Government that

succeeded him, on the monstrous pretext

that, as Serbia was attacked not only by

Bulgaria but by the Central Powers, they

were freed from their solemn promise to

assist her, repudiated their engagement
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to do so. Two days after M. Venezelos'

resignation the Allies landed at Salonika.

Our welcome, if such it could be called,

was far from cordial ; several of our men
were knifed before we moved up into

Serbia, but as we were at Salonika the

Greeks determined to make what they could

out of us, and in this they did remarkably

well. Pillage was the order of the day. The
mysterious disappearance of goods and
chattels was of constant occurrence. Very
considerable quantities of equipment and
supplies which had to be left on the quay
when we first landed were guarded for us

by the Greeks, and are still, I believe, being

guarded by them, but in a dispersed con-

dition. All supplies in the town were at

an exorbitant price, and the price charged

to the British was twice or thrice as much
as that charged to the French, these Greek

merchants adroitly remarking that the

British had plenty of money and were better

paid than the French soldier. Further,

we had to pay £1200 for every train we
ran up to Serbia.
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At this time the Greek Army was

mobilizing—at our expense—and had at

Salonika fifteen divisions.

As to our expedition into Serbia, our

force was originally a small one, and the

Allies saw the need of sending more troops

to Salonika if we were to be of any material

assistance; but these reinforcements never

came up into Serbia, as, though the French

got within twelve miles of the Serbians, we
were too late and were unable to join up

with them before their line was driven in.

The Greeks, at the instigation of their

perfidious King, thought this a favourable

opportunity of coming in against us, or at

least of forcing us to leave their country.

Their divisions, now fully mobilized, were

drawn up on the hills surrounding the plain

on which the Allies were encamped, with

their guns trained on our camps. Our

fleet retaliated by training its guns on the

town, and the French had a battery of

heavy guns ready and concealed in some

marquees.

It was touch and go, and the situation
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was undoubtedly only saved for us by part

of the fleet going down to Athens and there,

too, training their guns on the town with

its acropolis, its temples and treasures,

with the very obvious intention of blowing

it into the sea at the first act of open

hostility and treachery towards us.

At the elections that followed shortly

after this crisis the entire Venezelist party

—some two-thirds of the population—ab-

stained from voting as a protest against

the Government.



CHAPTER II

A
SUVLA BAY TO SALONIKA

MAJOR, a Captain and myself, with

our servants, and also three sub-

alterns of the 68th Brigade, left Suvla

at about 8.30 one morning, with urgent

orders to proceed via Mudros to rejoin

our original Brigade at an officially un-

known destination. We were taken out

by a pinnace to a trawler, on which we

made the journey to Mudros. I alone of

our party had brought any food, as the

others, anticipating a quick journey on a

destroyer, had not done so.

We got into Mudros harbour and came

alongside the Ayagon, on which the Staff

were harboured, as it was growing dusk, and,

notwithstanding a thunderstorm that had

just begun, we were immediately bundled

off and told to go to the rest-camp on

shore. We got some most welcome cocoa
112
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at a Red Cross tent by the jetty, telephoned

to the rest-camp, and then, leaving our

luggage and our servants, set forth into the

storm and night to find the camp. This

proved a matter of considerable difficulty,

the more so as we alone seemed abroad

that night, and the whole island was run-

ning with water through which we had
to wade most of the way. Whether we
actually got into the harbour or not I

do not know. I am inclined to think we
didn't; at any rate we never got in far

enough to have to swim. Well, we got

to the rest camp, and eventually had our

servants and kit brought up by the only

wagon available, and, after something to

eat, retired to various tents and slept.

The next day, as there were no orders

for us at this rest camp—justly so called,

as when once you got there it was usual

for you to be forgotten, and for your stay

to be an indefinite one—we repaired on

board the Aragon once more. There they

had no orders for us—we were not even

expected—nor would they tell us where we
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would eventually go. Salonika was not a

word to be bandied about by an ordinary

regimental officer. Nevertheless, a map
they had on board, which every one had

access to and could see, had a large red

pencil mark drawn on it, connecting the

two harbours of Mudros and Salonika.

The following stories should serve to

illustrate the spirit that pervaded the

Aragon, on which so luxuriously lived the

Staff, at very considerable expense to the

country.

An officer who had been on the Peninsula

for a long time was sent down to Mudros

with certain orders to report to, I believe,

the D.A.Q.M.G., a gentleman with a tor-

toiseshell-rimmed eyeglass. He came in a

trawler and arrived to find the D.A.Q.M.G.

finishing his dinner, with the aid of coffee

and a liqueur, so, having reported to him,

he asked permission to stay on board and

get something to eat. But the D.A.Q.M.G.,

removing his eyeglass the better to see him,

said :
" Dinner, my boy ! This is war."

Two ancient and venerable dug-outs were
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smoking their cigars after their usual six-

course dinner, and one, turning to the

other, said :
" You know, John old man,

when they fetched me out again I thought

I'd be too old. I thought I'd never be

able to stand the hardships of a cam-

paign ; but here I am sticking it—sticking

it like a youngster."

However, their days of hardship on the

Aragon came to an end with the coming

of Kitchener.

No one was allowed on board the Aragon

unless on business, properly dressed with

Sam-Browne, etc. All very proper; but

imagine the feelings of the officer who had
been on board the Southland when she

was torpedoed just outside the harbour

(she was run ashore and later re-floated),

and who, having seen the wake of the

torpedo, was sent by the O.C. Ship to

report to the Aragon, and being clothed

only in a shirt and a pair of shorts (all that

remained to him), was met by the Adju-

tant, who promptly put him under arrest

for being improperly dressed!
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After a starvation week's weary wait-

ing with nothing to do but admire the

might of our battleships, the magnificence

of the large liners, the ungainly dignity of

the paddle-steamers, and the picturesque

contrast of the native fishing boats, we
eventually got our orders and sailed for

Salonika on H.M.T. Mneas, with the re-

mainder of the ioth Division. Even then

our orders were somewhat hazy. They got

all our names wrong, and the three subal-

terns of the 68th Brigade, Coles, Gordon and

Hayter, they amalgamated as Lieut.-Col.

Gordon-Hayter.

Never have I appreciated food as much
as I did on that all too brief journey, and

never have I sat down and eaten so much,

and so systematically, as I did then.

On the journey we had no escort of any

sort. The Marquette, the next to come in,

with the 29 D.A.C. and a hospital on

board that were to go to help to form the

composite division we were sending into

Serbia, was more fortunate in having an

escort, but less fortunate in being tor-
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pedoed and sunk, as her escort left her

when they were in sight of land. On this

transport were the Sisters for the hospital,

eight of whom were killed.

Salonika from the harbour is most pic-

turesque, standing on the side of a hill

crowned with an ancient citadel and with a

city wall running down from it to a white

circular tower on the quay. It is studded

with graceful minarets, evidence of the till

recent Turkish occupation, but when once

you land its beauty is forgotten in squalor

and dirty cobbled streets. In the harbour,

as at Mudros, were all manner and kinds of

shipping, the drab-grey battleships of the

English and French riding at anchor and
the Russian cruiser Askold (known to

Tommy as " Packet of Woodbines," owing

to its five tall funnels), Greek destroyers

steaming in and out, transports, mer-

chantmen and clean white hospital ships,

contrasting strangely with the local wind-

j ambers and high-prowed fishing boats.

On the quay when we landed—we were

taken off our transport in lighters—was a
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Turkish officer; in the town we saw two

more, and then, on turning a corner, we

ran into a German officer. We were in a

neutral country, and the Boche and the

Turk could move about as openly as we,

making ample notes of all the troops that

were landed.

Driving out to our camp, some six kilo-

metres from the town, we passed through

the camps where the Greek reserves were

pouring in to rejoin their colours. Most of

their transport is done by small pack ponies,

and these they had parked in some old

Turkish cemeteries, conveniently tying them

to the tombstones and monuments. Skinny

and poor little beasts these ponies, but they

have to carry huge weights, with a large

Greek, riding atop, thrown in. They move
about in long lines and at a fair pace,

propelled as they invariably are by their

humane drivers prodding them with their

bayonets.

On the plain where we were encamped

the Greeks and the Bulgars had fought in the

last Balkan war. It seems that the Greek
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and the Bulgar both arrived outside Salo-

nika at the same time, and as whoever

entered first would have a prior claim to

the town, the Greeks got hold of the

Sheriff, and the Bulgars the Mayor, and

these worthy officials they each proceeded

to bribe to let them in. The result of

these negotiations was that they were both
" let in," and met in the middle of the

town. No doubt the Greeks far out-

numbered the Bulgars, so they beat them

;

but I think their national temperament

must have stood them in good stead, for

the Greek so dearly loves a bargain that

his fury at thus being cheated surpassed

all bounds and imparted an extra fillip

to his valour. They then proceeded to be

vicariously revenged on the Sheriff and the

Mayor for their perfidy by collecting every

Turkish inhabitant they could lay their

hands on, regardless of age and sex, and

taking them out into the middle of the har-

bour in their own boats, and deliberately

throwing them overboard. They must, how-

ever, have been an aquatic community, as
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there is still a large Turkish population in

the town.

Jews, too, abound there, but they all

seem to be very old and long-bearded

gentlemen, wearing long trailing coats

trimmed mostly with the white squirrel fur.

The caps that the ancient ladies of the

town wear are worthy of mention, con-

sisting as they do of bright and multi-

coloured pieces of silk with a wide flap

hanging down behind, the whole resembling

a piece of patchwork quilting.

After a few days, all of them wet ones,

we moved up towards Serbia, leaving a

sodden Salonika still enveloped in clouds

and rain.



CHAPTER III

THE JOURNEY UP

'"IpHERE are two railways running north

from Salonika, one line running up

into Serbia at Gjevgjeli, and thence on

through Velleo and Monastir; the other

going to Doiran, there meeting, but not

joining, the line that goes east to Serres

and eventually on to Constantinople. The

Gjevgjeli line has a branch from a town

called Karasuli which joins the Doiran

railway at Kilindir.

On the highest summit of the mountains

to the north of Lake Doiran the frontiers

of Serbia, Greece and Bulgaria meet about

twenty kilometres distant from Doiran

town and station.

Our original plan was to send a small

force by rail to Doiran, from there march

into Bulgaria, and, on coming into touch

with the Bulgars, to fight a rearguard
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action with them and retreat to Doiran,

drawing them back with us, and this, of

course, would have resulted in their violat-

ing Greek neutrality, which we would not

ourselves have done if we had already set

out from Greek territory. A very pretty

little plan, but it was seen through, and

did not come off, as, although we used

Doiran as our train-head for supplies, our

troops were forced to go to Gjevgjeli, and

so start our campaign from Serbian terri-

tory. Of course it is clear to-day that this

ruse to help the Greeks to make up their

minds would not have succeeded or in-

volved the Greeks, but at that time King

Constantine's attitude and sympathies were

not so fully disclosed as they afterwards

became.

When we started for Serbia the French

had already sent a force up that had got

into touch with the Bulgars at Dedeli Pass

and had, after a stubborn fight, driven them

out of the pass and back to the further

side of the valley beyond, where they held

the villages of Calkali, Tatarli, Rabrovo,
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Valandova, and Piravo. From Calkali and

Tatarli they were, however, quickly driven

back to the villages of Memisli and Kajali.

Half our Brigade had gone up two days

before the rest moved, and we were delayed

by the French using the railway, which

is only a single line.

Our journey up to Gjevgjeli was without

incident and a tedious one. Our train was

three hours late in starting, and when it

did come in at the station had to be sent

away again for the horse-boxes which it

had forgotten. We got to Gjevgjeli about

four in the morning. There it is impos-

sible to disentrain the whole train at once,

owing to the lack of platform, so this

operation has to be carried out piecemeal.

It was nearly light when we had finished.

Having watered our horses at a dyke by

the side of the road that swarmed with

leeches, we set forth through a strange

country to an unknown destination without

a guide and without any orders.

Heavy clouds were scurrying low across

the sky as we moved off along the road,
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which for a short distance—as far as the

bridge, a fine new edifice, but since de-

stroyed by the French when we retired

from Serbia—is a good and metalled one,

but beyond peters out into a mere track on

the hillside. It runs along close to the

Cinarli, a small tributary of the Vandar,

spanned where we had to cross it by a

narrow bridge of stones lacking any sort

of a parapet and without any room in

which to wheel a team of six. This the

battery negotiated in safety, though several

others came to grief here.

And now the clouds burst and the rain

poured down in one torrential sheet.

The country here was low-lying and

swampy, with a maize crop ungathered and

rotting on the ground, and the road, or

rather track, got worse. In places it had

been washed away by a stream whose course

it followed and whose dry river-bed we at

such places had to trek up. Further on

where there did remain a stretch of the road,

just as we were passing a signal section which

had somewhat foolishly parked their wagons
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in the river-bed and under the shelter of

which they had bivouacked, the river

came down in flood. To see it thus come

boiling along all foam and energy, where

a moment before there had been a dry

channel, and taking with it the blankets

and other belongings of that now wiser

signal section, was a strange and moving

sight to one not used to such sudden spates.

Further up, as we were nearing Bogdanei,

my leading wagon got bogged up to its hubs,

so the rest of the battery took perforce to

the river, which, though flowing fast, was

not deep, and possessed a surer bottom

than the road. My bogged wagon was

pulled out by drag-ropes ere the tail of

the battery had passed.

And now we had reached the village of

Bogdanei and had our first halt in the

street leading into it, and down one side

of which gushed this stream in a conduit

of its own making. The village had every

appearance of being deserted, and I was

sent on to find out what I could, and

to see if 1 could discover the Brigade
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Ammunition Column which had come up
by the train before us. Several of its G.S.

wagons, not at all suited to such a country,

we had passed broken and derelict or stuck

fast behind a team of jibbing mules,

despite their drivers' profane efforts to get

them on their way.

It is at first an eerie sensation to come
upon a village intact but deserted by its

inhabitants, overrun by dogs now fast

being reclaimed by nature from at least a

semi-tamed to a wild and wolfish state,

and which all bayed us as we approached.

Many were the suggestions in the battery

as to the reason of the village's desertion,

ranging from cholera to ghosts, but in the

Balkans such migrations are nearly as

common as the midnight flitting on quarter

day at home, each household keeping its

pack animal ready on which to remove its

scanty belongings at the first approach of

comitaji or of war.

Beyond the village I found the Column
had halted, and beyond this I found there

were chickens to be had and the stock-in-
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trade of a copper-smith, which, despite my
O.C.'s objections to any sort of looting, I

annexed. The O.C.'s stomach quelled his

scruples—he was a greedy man—and when

the looted fowls, cooked in the looted copper

pots, were later set before him, he raised

no objections.

It was now midday and we moved
through the village, halting beyond it in a

mulberry grove, and, having ministered to

the needs of our horses, we had our first

meal since six o'clock the day before. The

rain had now stopped abruptly, and the

sun shone out with such strength that

within an hour, though soaked to the skin,

we were all dry once more.

After this the road, though narrow and

continuously winding first up and round

a spur of a hill and then down into the

valley beyond, and despite two difficult

fords, was better. Now for the first time

many of the battery could hear the guns,

their noise growing louder as we went on,

and wc knew the French were in action.

We got into our Brigade bivouacs after
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dusk, by taking a somewhat hazardous

short cut across the valley opposite Cer-

niste, and so making the Doiran road,

without another halt, except for short rests

and for stopping to water our horses.

" D " battery was already in action,

but " C," who saw us coming, had pre-

pared a meal for the whole battery, and

though we had a very appetising " bully
"

stew with them, I fear the state of their

officers' cooking-pots was not akin to

godliness, as it made us all very ill.

And the battery slept, weary but confi-

dent, knowing at last after a year's long

waiting they were shortly to prove their

worth.



CHAPTER IV

FIRST GLIMPSES OF SERBIA

I TNLESS you have actually been in the

Balkans it is impossible to realize

the difficult nature of the terrain we

had to contend with. The whole country

seems to have got its back up, for there is

range upon range of hills, rugged and steep

mountains all rock and outcrops, covered

with that prickly scrub the holly-oak, and

ever seeming to grow higher and steeper as

you push into the heart of this uncouth land.

The valleys are rich and fertile, bearing

good crops of tobacco, maize and vines and

large groves of mulberry trees. What few

roads there are were made by the Young

Turks when first they came into power,

imbued with a great zeal and desire to

improve and open up the country. But

these roads are somewhat prone to sud-

denly stop and end nowhere, as the zeal of

their makers soon yielded to the more
K 1 19
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insistent call of their homes and domestic

happiness.

Pack animals are alone used by the

villagers, this being the only kind of

transport possible where there are no roads,

so when once we got off the main road we

either had to use the river-beds if going

along a valley, or make a road if going

over a range to the valley beyond. To

move heavy guns, therefore, that play so

great a part in modern warfare on the

West and other fronts, is well-nigh im-

possible, and on many a hill, too, the place

of the trench has to be taken by a sanguar

or breastwork built up with rocks.

I cannot speak too highly of the French,

who were magnificent in adapting them-

selves to these novel conditions; and as

for their fighting qualities, it is unnecessary

for me to laud them, as all the world knows

how fine they are.

Whilst they were fighting for the villages

of Rabrovo, Valandova and Piravo, and

were pushing the Bulgars back from the

Illes-Kosturino Pass and heights, I was
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sent out on a reconnaissance to find posi-

tions for the guns in the event of the French

withdrawing their lines, as already we knew
it was faring ill with the Serbians, and that

we might fail to join up with them. Posi-

tions I found, but which for the most

part could only be approached from the

Bojiraia Valley, and had no way of retreat

from the south. Having gone along the

Furka Ridge, and having got to Kikil

Doganli, where my approach was heralded

from afar by the dog-chorus, I rested my
horses for a while, and having collected a

considerable number of chickens and re-

luctantly left there a small cow, I and my
groom went west up a precipitous slope to

the summit of this range of hills, which

had obviously been entrenched in the last

Balkan wars, and then worked our way
down to the valley by a rocky and rugged

ridge running down to Brajkovei.

The French were hard at it on the

further side of the valley, so, leaving my
in with the horses in a mulberry grove,

I went on on foot to meet with my most
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stirring adventure, which is more amusing

now to look back on than it was to actually

experience, for there suddenly sprang up

before me a giant fellow all in black but

for a scarlet cummerbund, who, bristling

with knives and pistols, and carrying a

huge blunderbuss, was obviously out to

kill. I had left my revolver, alas ! in the

holster of my saddle, so, full of fear, I

walked up to him with my hand out-

stretched, and having offered him a cigar-

ette—the pig took a handful—we had an

agreeable chat, carried on entirely by signs,

and I left my comitaji and friend as soon

as I could decently excuse myself.

All the villages this side of the valley,

save for an old woman and small boy I

found at Mravinea, were deserted, but

when I returned about a week later for

further spoils for the flesh-pots—the valley

had now been cleared of the Bulgars

—

their entire feminine population had re-

turned, and at Balince, where I had

rashly dismounted, I narrowly escaped

kissing, being hailed as their ally and a
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saviour, now that the cursed Bulgar had

been driven back to his own country. As

it was, I had the whole population chasing

their fowls, which were as wild as par-

tridges, for me. Alas ! that their return

to their homes was to be soon rudely

ended ! Within a month they were once

more refugees.

There were a lot of partridges and a

good many hares round here, and one

particular covey used to tantalize the right

section when they were at Karal Ogular

by jugging every evening in front of their

guns. A cloud of rooks, ravens and crows,

miles long, used to pass over us every

morning and evening when we were in the

Casuli Valley, and once we saw a huge

eagle pursuing and endeavouring to attack

a French aeroplane. But the commonest

bird one got up to was the magpie. One

morning when I was out reconnoitring the

Hasanli valley I counted over fifty, and

then gave it up

—

" One for sorrow, two for joy,

Three for a girl and four for .1 lx>y !"
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Superstition seems to attach to the bird in

its piebald livery wherever it may be, for

we heard the villagers looked upon them

as sacred. I made a closer acquaintance

with vultures later on. By our O.P. on

Crete Simoni was a badly-buried Bulgar,

whose foot projected from the stones that

covered him, and on it an evil-looking

vulture used to perch, and, between the

intervals of pecking at the foot, eye me
with greedy approval till he got on my
nerves and I drove him away for the time

being by throwing stones at him. Not-

withstanding his vigilance, he was left

disappointed and hungry as far as I was

concerned.



CHAPTER V

T
ACTION

HE battery first came into action

with a section near Karal Ogular

and a section behind Hasanli, covering the

Pasanli Ridge, as some Bulgar patrols had

been seen working across from Boluntili,

and our right wing was in the air near

Pristan.

There was an excellent spring at Hasanli

where my section used to get their water,

but it was a dangerous journey, as a com-

pany of the Leinsters were here and had

orders to shoot all dogs, orders apparently

extending to their shooting in all directions,

sometimes including us gunners.

As soon as the 68th Brigade arrived we

handed them over our position and re-

turned to Causli, moving again at 2 a.m.

the next morning and going into a position

of readiness near " C " and " D " batteries

by Calkali.
135
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The French were now well beyond Kos-

turino and fighting for the Cepelli Pass,

and we were moved back to Hill 350 above

Rabrovo, preparatory to going up into

action behind Kosturino the next night.

The O.C. and I were out reconnoitring

our position and were into Bulgaria when
the first battle of Kosturino began.

The Serbians had been defeated badly

up north, and the Bulgars rushed down a

large force to meet and check the French

entering Strumitza, but, owing to the diffi-

culties of transport, this force was not

supplemented with artillery.

Prior to this, the French had taken

Hill 850 above Ormanli and Kagali without

a casualty, but withdrew, as this lengthened

their line and they had not sufficient men.

As it was, we never had anything on our

right, save for a small force at Hasanli

the other side of these hills, which were

put "out of bounds," as on a field-day, by
the Staff, on the grounds that it would be

impossible for the Bulgars to come over

them owing to the difficulty of the country.
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When the French were attacked and

largely outnumbered they withdrew to the

higher ground behind and to the south of

Kosturino.

Besides their own artillery, " C " and
" D " batteries were in action supporting

them ; we were in reserve, and " B " were

back at Causli. "D" had a great shoot,

catching a supply column trying to get

down by a narrow path over the moun-

tains leading to Dorol Oba. This column

they so effectively shelled that they were

hurled down the side of the mountain into

the " cud " below.

A batten - of '75*6 came into action at the

top of the Kosturino Pass, which the Bulgar

guns could just reach at an extreme range,

and they came in for a good deal of shelling.

Shells, however, that just missed them

and the top of the ridge went on into space

and came on into the valley where we and

the Brigade Staff were bivouacked. The

first that came over exploded with a great

deal of noise close to the Staff, and all one

could see u as their owners severally
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dived for cover, resembling a lot of frogs

on being disturbed diving into their pool.

Our Regimental Sergeant-Major was later

pulled out by his heels from the midst of a

dense clump of holly-oak into which he

had taken a header.

The battle reached its zenith at night.

Three times the Bulgars attacked, and

each time the French, firing hardly a shot,

waited for and bayoneted them as they

came on, and after that they gave it up.

The ioth Division now came up and took

over the line from the French extending

from east of Memisli to opposite Kosturino,

which was now in No Man's Land, as were

Ormanli and Dorol Oba and the villages

on our right, such as Boluntili and Koculu

and Bairam, the playgrounds for the patrols

at night-time.

"C" battery had made a road from

Calkali to Kajali, called after their O.C.,

" Butler's Road," and they now went into

a position by Kajali, where they were for

twelve days, with written orders not to fire,

as they were to be a surprise for the Bulgars
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should they attack, notwithstanding the

fact that they had reported that whilst

only 1200 yards behind our trenches, they

had 4000 yards of " bad ground " in front

of them.
" B " came into action to the right of

Butler's Road where it crosses the spur of

Crete Simoni, and were later joined by " D "

there, whilst we, " A," came into action

further back bv the side of Calkali.
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UNDER FIRE

/^\UR only maps were of German origin,

on a scale of i : 200,000. They were

inaccurate, and made during the Turkish

occupation. Many of the villagers here,

by the way, still thought that they were

in Turkey.

Our O.P. on Crete Simoni was some two

and a half miles in front of the battery,

which was tucked away behind a wood, and

to a flank. It was, therefore, quite impos-

sible to work out a " T.O.B." to get our

line. What the O.C. who had gone forward

to register had to do was to guess every-

thing. Taking a compass bearing to Dorol

Oba, and allowing, I think, as much as

20 for displacement, he sent us down

the resulting magnetic bearing, a range

of 6000 yards and an angle of sight of 5

elevation, and we were actually within

140
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a few hundred yards of our target ; and

from thereon, of course, it was quite plain

sailing. This angle of sight, though ab-

normal, was nothing to what we did do.

The range on an iS-pr. O.F. gun is

automatically set so as to give the necessary

elevation to the gun to project a shell to a

target that is on the same level as the gun

itself. If the target is on a higher or lower

level than the gun, the resulting angle of

sight (of elevation or depression, as the case

may be) is put on so as to give the necessary

alteration in the shell's traj ectory . An angle

of sight of i° is looked upon as extreme.

Our guns were in action in a valley,

whilst the Bulgar guns were on the hill-

tops and out of range to us. To get them

we used to put on our extreme range,

6200 yards, and an angle of sight up to

9 40' elevation, firing H.E. on percussion,

and thus obtaining a quadrant elevation

of over 8000 yards. This is an easy record,

and although it was work not at all suited

iur light little guns, we could always

silence the Bulgar batteries, and on the
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day before our fight on Dec. 6, I claimed

two direct hits, and on Dec. 7, another.

The battery's position was a good one

except for the fact that we were so far

below the Bulgar's guns, which necessitated

our firing at such a huge range. The

position was also defective for the same

reason, as the flashes of our guns were

immediately spotted by the Bulgar on his

hill-top as soon as we fired at night, and

shells followed as an unpleasant conse-

quence soon after.

There was no shortage of timber for our

dug-outs. The houses in the village were

made of mud, with huge oak beams sup-

porting them, and by tying a rope to the

beam and pulling, the whole house subsided

and the beam then went to make a support

for your dug-out. The doors of houses, too,

were used as a foundation for the roof.

Each of our dug-outs boasted a fire-place,

home-made furniture and a front door.

They were deep, roomy and comfortable.

The officers' mess, where we fed and slept,

was in a house at Calkali, 400 yards distant
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from the battery, and connected therewith

by telephone

Our horse lines were excellently situated

within half a mile of the battery, protected

from hostile fire by a spur in the lulls.

They were placed alongside some trees

growing on the banks of the Kosludere,

and so within a few yards of the places

were the horses were watered.

The first time the battery was under fire

they came through their baptism extra-

ordinarily well and luckily. The wood

where we were in action spread to the right

and to the left of us along two spurs in the

hills and ran along behind us, whilst

immediately in front of the guns was a

small nullah or valley. We had, therefore,

transplanted a considerable part of this

>d so that we should be the more com-

pletely shielded, and so well hidden were

we that a French aeroplane, flying at only

2000 feet and looking for us, was unable

to locate our position. The day previous

to the battery's baptism we had had a big

and very successful shoot, and they must
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have spotted our approximate position

then, though they were not quite sure of

it, and so " searched " for us. Two of our

detachments were struck by splinters, one

across his knuckles and one over his eye,

but each so slightly that neither had to go

back to the dressing-station. As it was,

our F.O.O. spotted the Bulgars' position,

and after they had put twenty-two rounds

into us, we silenced them. The only thing

they actually did for was a jay on a

neighbouring tree, on which they got a

direct hit.

After a while one gains a great and

not inexplicable affection for one's guns.

They have their different moods and charac-

teristics, and never let you down if properly

treated. My two guns were known respect-

ively as the " Flapper " and " Charlie

Chaplin." I always considered the " Flap-

per " the more vindictive of the two, and

preferred calling on her when trying to

knock out hostile guns. " Charlie," how-

ever, was an adept with shrapnel, in which

he seemed to take a special delight. One
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of the Right Section's guns was called

" Jess Willard "—the only one that knocked

out Jack Johnson—a swanky name for a

swanky gun.

During the time we were up in Serbia

we got none of our warm clothing, and,

what was worse, no boots. The men had

had no boots issued since they left England

in June, and after the heat and dust of

an Egyptian desert, the rocks in Serbia

soon finished them off. Later, during the

retreat, this was our men's greatest

hardship. Mails, too, were scarce and

rations monotonous, consisting too often

of bully-beef and biscuit. Once the com-

missariat broke down and for forty-eight

hours we got no groceries, but on the whole

we were really well fed. The bacon was

excellent, so, too, was the cheese, and

-Mm- times a tin of strawberry jam used to

find it-, way up t<> us along with the routine

gooseberry and apricot. The only vege-

tables we gat were of the "desiccated"

variety, save for the local pumpkins that

we found and a very few potatoes I got
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from Pasarli. Whilst we were here, too,

we were able to get pure spring water,

and so were spared that repulsive taste of

chloride of lime in our tea.

A rum and a tobacco ration we used to

get regularly. There was only one boy in

the battery who wouldn't take his rum,

although we had with us quite a sprinkling

of teetotalers, who all excused themselves

by saying it was " medicine." The battery

were able to supplement their tobacco

ration by collecting the tobacco leaf that

had been left to dry in the villages and was

now abandoned, tying it up into plug.

We suffered from a great dearth of horse-

shoe nails and of matches, and we never

got a match ration until just before leaving.

A previous match ration had, we were told,

come up, but was caught in a storm before

reaching us, so the matches were ruined.

Back in England when I mentioned this

shortage of matches to a lady friend, she ex-

claimed :
" Oh, but how inconvenient ! And

how did you manage to fire your guns ?'"

Such are the horrors of war !



CHAPTER VII

INCIDENTS

T?OR a time whenever my turn came

round as F.O.O. everything was calm

itself, but later I came in for my share of the

fun. It was a stiff journey up to our O.P.

along " Butler's Road," all boulders, then

through a ravine and up the sheer side of

Crete Simoni. We subalterns used to spend

three days up and six down with the

battery, the O.C. going up in addition when

the spirit moved him. When once I got

forward I used to stop there as long as I

could to save further journeys. One of

our subalterns at this time was not well

and preferred the horse lines to the O.P.,

and so I used gratefully to take on his

turn.

The French had previously built a small

hut of stones and rocks on Simoni, roofed

in with planks and floured with straw, and
M7
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in this we used to sleep. There was a

shortage of water and of wood up there, of

course, but we had been given donkeys for

pack purposes, as a horse or mule could

not get up, and these little fellows had to

scramble up every morning, one with our

rations, one with wood, and one with rum-

jars of water.

I had induced the O.C. to sleep up there

one night, and he didn't like it, with the

close proximity to the telephonists, and, as

luck would have it, it rained On relieving

him the following morning I got him to

send us up a double ration of rum, and a

tarpaulin which we had previously used

before coming into action, to cover over

the roof.

It was as well I did this, though the

tarpaulin at first was to prove a doubtful

blessing. Before it was brought up the

rain had turned to a drizzling snow, and

before we had got it over the roof and held

down by stones the snow had thickened

considerably, and it was starting to blow

big guns. Our blizzard had begun. The
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barometer fell below zero, some said to

ten degrees below; though I prefer to

believe, judging by the corporeal ther-

mometer, that it was twenty. It certainly

felt it . It was blowing so hard now that the

snow was being driven through the walls

of our hut practically as if they weren't

in existence; and then, to add to our woes,

the roof, unable to bear the double burden

of tarpaulin and snow, caved in. We got

properly snowed up then.

Out of the blizzard came to us a kitten.

How it found us in so desolate a spot and

survived to do so, not having fallen a

victim to one of the numerous birds of

prey hovering about, who can say? A
friendly and clean little beast, he was half

starved when we got him, and I very

nearly lost the whole of my dinner in

consequence.

We kept alive and free from frost-bite

that night with the aid of our rum and a

fire, well screened as it was from

view by the blizzard outside. Our clothes

and blankets, coated with snow, were all
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frozen stiff, and became wretchedly wet

affairs when we were able to thaw them out

again.

The next morning we sent urgent S.O.S.

messages to the battery for a fatigue party

to rebuild our dwelling and for more rum
and more wood. When this rescue party

reached us, we got our house in order once

more ; but it was slow work, as every few

minutes we had to leave off to get some life

back into our hands. Eventually it was

done, and the tarpaulin was large enough

to hang down and cover one of the walls

as well. The other walls were snowed up,

and when the snow had frozen they were

proof against further winds and snow. And
now, when we had removed as much of the

snow as we could from the inside, we were

once more all right.

For the next two days it was quite

impossible to observe, as one could not see

more than a few yards in front of one. On
the third day it stopped snowing, but it

was still blowing a gale and freezing for

all it knew how. Evervwhere there were
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big drifts of snow, and the whole face of

this part of the earth was white.

The bursting charge in a shrapnel shell

gives out a white puff of smoke, by which

you can observe your fire, but this did not

help much under these conditions, and

unless you just caught the flash as it burst,

your shell was gone, so H.E. had perforce

to be the order of the day. But the firing

was desultory, as after a few minutes the

cold drove one in again.

During this blizzard we suffered severely

from frost-bite. Our gunners were perfectly

all right as they had dug themselves well

in, and their dug-outs were splendidly

warm. The infantry, however, held a

very rocky part of the line, with little or

no cover, and lost over 1500 men. The

Zouaves on our immediate left had nine-

teen casualties, and a French regiment on

their left only five. This great disparity

in our casualties and those of the French,

due to this blizzard, cannot be sufficiently

accounted for by our holding a more

1 and open part of the line. The
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weather that followed was fine, but thick

white mists used to hang in the valleys

every morning until the sun was up suffi-

cently to disperse them. The tops of the

mountains were quite clear standing out

high above these mists.

A good many deserters from the Bulgars'

lines were always dribbling in, and this

blizzard certainly hastened their resort to

us.

Our first deserter, on being examined,

stated that he had fought in three other

campaigns, and in each he had deserted

during the first fortnight, but that this

time he had had no opportnity of desert-

ing earlier. Later this bravo was brought

back to Tatarli and was taken into one of

the houses where was the Lieutenant and
Quartermaster of the Dublins, who, seeing

a Bulgar for the first time, picked up a
knife and rushed at him. The prisoner,

terrified, began to wish he had never

deserted, but all that the knife was em-
ployed for was to cut a button from his

tunic.
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Quite a number of these deserters came

down over the mountains by Bairam, and

so arriving behind us, gave themselves up.

In this way two very small drivers of

" D " battery had the time of their lives.

They were up a tree cutting off the top

for firewood, when, hearing voices, they

looked down and saw two fully armed and

burly Bulgars standing below them. The

Bulgars, however, had come in to desert,

and so presently, looking ridiculous and

carrying the top of the tree, they were

marched in by these two small and proud

boys.

At one time we had the 28th Bulgarian

Regiment opposite to us, and as they were

" pro-Ally " a good many deserted to us.

They were excellent fellows, as later when

ordered to attack they would not do so.

They were a bit afraid as to how we would

treat them, and so one of their number,

after being fed, was allowed to go back to

get in his friends, and he returned with

twenty more. The Staff were so encouraged

by these desertions, that patrols were sent
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out to placard all the villages in No
Man's Land, Kosturino, Ormanli, Dorol Oba,

Boluntili, etc., with notices inviting well-

disposed Bulgars to desert, and promising

them a nice rest for three years or the

duration of the war. The -villages thus

placarded we gunners were instructed to

leave alone
4

; But the only really apparent

result of this new means of making war was

for the Bulgars to attack and get rid of us

shortly afterwards.



CHAPTER VIII

"THE RETREAT

MUST now revert once more to the

general situation in order to make

clear the course of events that followed.

Further north the Bulgars had driven a

wedge right through the Serbian line, so

cutting their army in two. The Serbian

armies in consequence, and under the addi-

tional pressure of the Austrians further

north, were forced to retreat. Their

Northern Army got back through Albania

to Scutari and Durazzo, and from the

latter, as well as from Valona, was after-

wards transported to Corfu. The Southern

Army partly escaped into Greece. The

Bulgars then pushed right through to

Monastir and down to the Serbo-Greek

frontier at Kenali, but ioo kilometres in

the rear to the south-West, and thence

they pro eeded to work east.

155
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So incongruous was the whole situation

at this time, that when Monastir had fallen

Bulgarian, Austrian and German officers

used to motor down by the road to Salonika,

and in the restaurants there they would be

seen sitting at the next table to French

and British officers.

And now as the Serbians were beaten,

the Bulgars could concentrate their entire

strength against our impertinently small

force, and they were round us in the shape

of a horseshoe, the Greek frontier, the open

strip between its two points, being our only

way out. This state of affairs was in

existence before the blizzard that I have

referred to began. It began on Nov. 27.

Every one knew the situation and that

we were to go back. Most of our heavy

baggage was sent back to Salonika, our

ammunition * dumps moved further back

towards Doiran, and a time-table had been

prepared by which we were to retire. No
opportunity would have served better than

for us to withdraw immediately after this

blizzard, but as this did not coincide with
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the tabulation of the Staff it was not to be,

and so we waited another week, giving

the Bulgars time to enclose us more closely

and to make all needful preparations to

attack. After their former attack and

failure against the French, when unsup-

ported with sufficient artillery, they had

learned their lesson, and now fresh batteries

were opening on us every day. A German

battery came into action on Fan Hill.

Their officer was a fine gunner who, as a

gunner, was worthy of admiration, and

though we made him change his position

we could never altogether subdue him.

When we were attacked our infantry did

extremely badly, though they must be

largely excused.

The first Irish Division of the New

Armies had been in the landing at Suvla

Bay, and when they left the Peninsula

for Salonika they could not muster one-

third of their original officers and men,

and that third was rotten with illness and

nt'-rv. They were reinforced with all

5, but never an Irishman amongst
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them ; their drafts consisting of West Kents,

Surreys, Essex, Norfolks, etc., and numerous

others, mostly recruits. It was the same

with their officers. One of their drafts,

too, I heard had been Boarded as not fit for

service in a cold climate and were being

sent out to Egypt and India, but were

diverted and came up to Serbia, where our

blizzard shortly confirmed their Medical

Board's report, though probably their hard-

ships and disabilities were accentuated by

their apparently complete lack of knowledge

and experience as to how to look after

themselves, and by the want of sufficient

blankets and warm clothing.

It is not difficult to see that the Division

was not in a fit state to fight. Officers and

men were all unknown to one another, and

the original members of the Division did

not harmonize with the new drafts. Added

to all this was the common knowledge of the

situation. We were now in an untenable

position, that was becoming more untenable

by every day's delay. Though there were

four Divisions newly arrived at Salonika,
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none were sent up to help us, as we were

presently to retire, and, further, they were

detained at Salonika owing to the trouble

with Greece, which now seriously contem-

plated coming in against us. It seemed

only too evident that we were either a

decoy to draw the Germans down or—and

this is what it really was—that we were a

political catspaw, and were originally in-

tended to have been an incentive to bring

in the Greeks, as so small a force as ours

and the French—perhaps 30,000 rifles in all

—could scarcely have hoped, or have had
the impudence to believe, that they would

be able to tackle successfully the Bulgarian

nation.

Our culminating act of folly was for the

30th Brigade, although they were up in the

firing line, to send back their machine-guns

preparatory to our retirement, and, as it

happened, on December 5, the very day

before the Bulgars attacked.

During one of the first days in December

"D" battery was moved back—by night,

oi course and came into action in their
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original position about two hundred yards

in our immediate rear. " B " and " C"
batteries were then waiting for similar orders

preparatory to our general retirement, but

these orders had never been given when

on December 6 the Bulgars attacked, and

the second battle of Kosturino began.

All that day their artillery was particu-

larly lively, and several newly-arrived

batteries were in action trying hard to

silence our guns, but we gave more than we

got. " C " Battery was still chafing under

orders not to fire, and so was never shelled,

as their position was unknown to the enemy,

but " B " got it hotter than we others back

at Tatarli, and I found it little use retaliat-

ing on the enemy guns to relieve the pres-

sure on "B," as if I silenced one battery,

others immediately turned on to them,

and they were evidently out to settle " B."

What, however, did have the desired effect

was for me to start firing over Hill 850,

when they at once stopped, hoping to induce

me to do the same. That was their mistake,

as they then made it quite evident that,
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with all this artillery preparation, an attack

was going to be launched, and that their

infantry were concentrating on the further

slopes of Hill 850, so I let them have it

good and proper, keeping a section " search-

ing over " there all day, and with my other

two guns dealt with their artillery. This

manoeuvre was clearly successful, as it

brought my battery into considerable

Bulgarian dislike, and they immediately

started "searching" for us, but harmed

neither us nor " D."

At about four o'clock that afternoon, as

the light was beginning to fail, there was a

momentary lull, and then their infantry

came pouring down scattered over Hill 850,

and by the path to Ormanli. We all imme-

diately turned on to them, and their artil-

lery concentrated on our batteries. I got

gun on to and registered Ormanli, a

somewhat ticklish job to do in a hurry as

it was hidden from our view by Rocky
Point, and as Rocky Point was at the time

being shelled. That day, however, they

never actually attacked, but cur Infantry
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reported they were concentrating large

forces in Ormanli, from which they were

evidently going to debouch, so we kept our

guns firing that night, one on the path to

Dorol Oba, one on the path to Ormanli,

and a section on Ormanli itself, and so

continued to harass them as best we could.

The force they attacked with was three

Divisions, stiffened in the proportion of

about one in eight with Austrians—in all

120,000 men, excluding artillery—so we
were well outnumbered, and the next morn-

ing (December 7), ere it was light, to the

accompaniment of a most lugubrious and

single-noted bugle-call, not unlike a motor-

horn with its toot-toot, toot-toot, they

attacked, and took from us the Rocky

Point, bayoneting to a man those of its

defenders who remained there. After this

our line was still intact, but now they could

concentrate unseen at Ormanli, from whence

later to debouch.

The attack now left us, and they thrust

against the French line at several points,

but all to no avail, and early in the after-
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noon they again turned their attentions to

us. By four o'clock our line was definitely

broken and we were in retreat.

"C" battery's guns, of little assistance,

were immediately lost. The night before

they could have been withdrawn easily

under cover of the fog, with their noise, as

they came back along the bed-rock of Butler

Road, drowned by our fire, but neither the

C.R.A. nor our Colonel would fetch them

back from a hopeless and useless position.

" B " battery lost their guns through

losing their heads. They got orders to

ie back with their breech-blocks and

Leave their guns. This they did, and with

their teams and wagons went on back

through the Dedeli Pass. No doubt they

disturbed through the infantry coming

back through them, but had they waited

till dark they could have undoubtedly

saved their guns, and poignant was their

grief afterwards when they learnt of the

I'.iil. ars' lack of enterprise in not coming on.

When tip- first of our Infantry were coming

back pasl the battery, which at the time
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was being enfiladed by a hostile battery of

mountain guns which had got round us as

far as Boluntili, one of my boys stopped

either a " Connaught " or a " Hampshire,"

and said, " Hallo, mate, what are you

coming back for? " And the infantryman

said, "O-o-h, the Bulgars are twenty to

one." So my excellent gunner turned him

round and said," Well, you might go back

and put on a shilling each way for me, will

you?

All but the Dublins and a few others

who stopped on Crete Simoni fell right

back, and the French sent us over a com-

pany and a battery of mountain guns to

help us to hold out. Luckily for us, as

our iright wing extended no further than

Butler's Road and was in the air, the Bulgars

were too busy bayoneting the wounded

to appreciate the situation and come on.

Had they but done so, the ioth Division

would have been no more, and the French,

too, would have been outflanked and cut off

at Dedeli Pass.

" A " and " D " batteries may take to
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themselves some of the credit for holding

up the Bulgar advance. The Bulgar

casualties were said to have been, from our

shell-fire alone, quite five times as heavy

as ours, which were close on 1500. Two
fine targets I had that day. One was the

" Maison Gris," where they had concen-

trated several machine-guns, and on which,

to the cheers and plaudits of our infantry,

I got a direct hit with an H.E., following up

as the survivors left with shrapnel. The

other was such a target as I can scarcely

hope to have again. Our infantry had just

fallen back from the " Serbian Frontier-

House Ridge." The Major of " D " battery,

wlin was up on Simoni with me, told me to

turn the battery on to it. This I did, and

had actually got a salvo on its way to sweep

the ridge when the Bulgars came up over

it, three waves of them, in close formation.

We got four more salvoes into them before

they, now with great gaps lorn in their

ranks, scattered.

We and "D" that day fired between us

some 4000 shells, and at one time were so
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short as to be down to "limber-supply,"

but we never actually ran out of ammuni-

tion. The guns became so hot that one

could not touch them, and our gunners

were still warming their hands over them at

two o'clock the following morning when the

battery got back to a position a couple of

miles to the south-east of Dedeli Pass.

We had come out of action some time after

six the evening before.

When my battery went out of action I

got orders to come in. I tried to speak to

the O.C. myself, but we had been already

disconnected. The Major, however, had

received similar orders from the Brigade

Staff. So I and my two telephonists col-

lected our belongings and started back.

Alas, we couldn't find the kitten ! Perhaps

it had gone outside and had fallen to a

bullet, or perhaps it is now a mascot to a

Bulgarian regiment, though more probably,

I fear, it provided one of them with a meal.

Coming back we cut out our telephone wire,

which delayed us. When we did get back to

Tatarii all was chaos. Every one was work-
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ing under the assumption that the Bulgars

must come on that night. And the celerity

with which some people acted on this

supposition added considerably to the trials

of those who felt* that while haste was

certainly necessary that night, coolness was

more necessary still. Instead of having the

battery with him, as he doubtless thought

he had, our CO. hurried off in the darkness,

with but one gun and the first line wagons;

and when we, his F.O.O. and two tele-

phonists, who had a long two miles to

come back, did get back, we found not so

much as a single horse left for us. My
servant, who alone had waited for me,

greeted me with the words, " A mail's been

in, sir. There was a parcel for you which

I've sent on, but I've got your letters, and

here is your revolver." Eventually I suc-

ceeded in getting orders to go back and join

my battery, and to tell them where to stop.

These orders I demanded in writing.

My little party, now augmented by my
nit and revived somewhat by the

remains of a bottle of whisky that he
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thoughtfully had kept back for me, then

set forth to catch up the battery. As we
footed it back the blackness of the night

was broken by the burning of our supply

dumps, now saturated with rum and bril-

liantly alight. The loss of material in a

retreat is beyond belief, and the road, which

was now blocked with artillery, was strewn

with all manner of equipment and clothing.

For some five kilometres, as far as the road,

we had to tramp, and there I got my children

up on some wagons of the 68th Brigade,

while I myself commandeered a horse and

picked up the battery half-way through the

Pass.



CHAPTER IX

BACK INTO GREECE

' I
kHE next morning, December 8, we

moved further back and went into

bivouacs near the cross-roads which were

known as " Scots Corner." All that day

and during the few days we remained in

Serbia we were enveloped in a thick white

fog, so dense that at times we could not see

a hundred yards ahead. Although this

hampered us, it was also of great value as a

successful curtain to our movements through

which the Bulgar's vision could not pene-

trate. That afternoon " B " Battery sent

their teams to try and recover their guns,

but they were turned back when they got

through the Pass, as it was now too late.

All that morning Crete Simoni was held by

our men, though subjected to a rain of

shells. They eventually withdrew at their

own time, as the Bulbar never attacked.

" 1) " battery had been in action since the
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night before at the foot of the Dedeli Pass

in the Kosludere valley, and the following

morning, December 9, when our line

definitely fell back to the heights either side

of the Pass, their retirement was covered

by the gunners of " B " and " C " batteries,

now acting as mounted infantry. They

then came into bivouacs next to us. On
this day the 65th Brigade—Lancashire

Regiments—of the 22nd Division came up

to help us, and they held a line on the

heights above Pazarli.

When the Bulgars attacked us on Decem-

ber 7, they were then within thirty miles

of us from the south-west in our rear. All

through the Bulgars' leadership consisted of

a series of mistakes. Had they but realized

what folly we were capable of, things

would have turned out very differently.

Their first mistake was in starting a frontal

attack, as they could any day have come

over the mountains by Koculu and Bairam,

where too there was a very fair mountain

road, and so have cut off our line of retreat.

There was nothing to stop them, and that
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thev could have done this was sufficiently

proved, as they eventually did come over

that way, and, as already mentioned, they

were tiring at us from Boluntili on Decem-

ber 7. Their next series of mistakes was

in never following us up, and finally in not

following us through into Greece.

On December 10 we expected hourly to

move, and in consequence our horses were

all harnessed up save for their saddles.

That day the report came through that the

Greeks had given the Bulgars permission

to follow us through into Greece, which

wasn't particularly comforting. But this

was followed by orders prohibiting our

firing when once in Greece, as if we did we

would be interned and our four Divisions,

parked at Salonika, would be attacked by

the fifteen Greek Divisions surrounding

them. Then I did feel like a lamb, but a

very indignant lamb; going to the slaughter.

Shortly after midnight we got orders to

move to go back over the frontier, so we

were on the move once more, and passing

through Doiran eventually parked with
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" D " battery in Serbia and ours in Greece,

the wagons of " B " and " C " batteries

going further on towards the station.

Whilst we were here we collected many
things that we wanted, such as nose-bags,

water-buckets, and even a pack-saddle,

and were also given a huge tarpaulin, con-

ditionally on our being able to carry it,

which later was to make usa " mess."

On the morning of December n the

Bulgars reached Gjevgjeli, and the French

withdrew, blowing up the bridge over the

Vardar as they left. The whole French

transport was retiring this way, and so

had to be turned back and come by Doiran.

The Bulgars, too, crossed the Vardar, and

a French regiment covering their transport,

though greatly outnumbered, held them up,

and eventually withdrew into the hills and

over the frontier into Greece.

One of their officers, who lost his way in

the fog, was in hiding amongst these hills

for three days and nights. One night a

Bulgar patrol bivouacked within a few yards

of him. With them was a Zouave whom
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they had captured, and who was made to

stand up and count from one to a hundred

continuously throughout the night, and in

the morning they knocked his brains out.

Eventually the French officer fell into the

hands of the 28th Regiment, who, as already

mentioned, were pro-Ally. He was treated

courteously and well, and they shared their

scanty supply of food with him, and when

later he was sent for to be taken back to

the prison-camp at Rabrovo, telling him

that there he would be subjected to every

conceivable indignity, they showed him

the way into Greece and let him go.

A battalion of the Foreign Legion were

surrounded by two regiments—eight thou-

sand men—near Furka, but cut their way
out, leaving four hundred dead on the field.

A company of our Cycle Corps did yeoman

service opposite Cerniste, where they held

up a numerically superior force for two

hours. When the 28th Brigade fell back

from the Pazarli Ridge—one company,

whi< li got no order to retire, was surrounded

and annihilated, save for one officer and
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fourteen men, who escaped—a French bat-

tery came into action by the lake and held

up any further advance. The whole brunt

of this final retirement was nobly borne by

the French. From the other side of the

lake, as we retired, we watched the fight

:

first the Bulgar shells bursting on the top

of the ridge, and then the French shells

bursting on the Bulgars.

The Doiran road was now entirely

blocked, and this was largely due to the

French transport having to come back this

way. At about four that afternoon we got

orders to " stand to" and be ready to move.

At nine o'clock we got our orders to move,

but we were now unable to get on to the

road till after midnight, when we moved

about a mile and a half on to the aviation

ground. Here we stopped to snatch some

sleep. Our horses were kept fully saddled

up ready to move, and we only dropped the

poles of our wagons. Hardly were we

asleep, however, than our Staff Captain, a

ridiculously excitable little man, rode down

on us and told us to move at once " as the
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Bulgars were upon us." The men were so

tired that they literally had to be kicked

into wakefulness again. We put up our

poles and moved perhaps fifty yards- \w

didn't move far enough for the whole battery

to move off—as the road was blocked, as

further on there was a ford where the trans-

port and the 54th Brigade, who were in

front, were getting stuck. To the ford we

moved as on a cab rank. As a team in

front got over we moved up at the rate of

under a mile an hour. Personally, I slept

on my horse When we got to the ford,

at about four in the morning, the battery

went across without a hitch and then pulled

on to Kilindir station, passing the straggling

54th Brigade, which was in difficulties again

on the slopes of a hill on the way.

Here there was a Division of French

cavalry, and a lot of " 75 's," who had come

up to cover our retreat should the Bulgars

come on. That morning, December 12, the

68th Brigade, R.F.A., who had stopped to

support the French, saw the Bulgars come

up on to the lulls just over the frontier, and
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only a few hundred yards away. There

they stopped, got out their glasses and

watched us, and then formed up their men
and marched back to Doiran town without

a shot being fired.

At two o'clock that afternoon we moved

again, but now there was no road, and our

trek across the plains of Macedonia and

Thessaly had begun. We passed by Hir-

sova, a town that had been razed to the

ground in the last Balkan war, and about

five o'clock we stopped for the night.

The next morning on starting again we
dropped down the side of a hill, and had to

negotiate a difficult ravine, and then there

was a steep pull up the hill beyond for

about two miles. The whole ground seemed

waterlogged across these plains, and was

such heavy going that we couldn't mount

our gunners on the wagons. Those with

the worst boots I put up on my spare

horses, and I made the others take turns

with the drivers, so that the poor fellows

shouldn't have to walk the whole way.

We now passed Kukus, another town that
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was razed in the Balkan war, but now a

new town had sprung up alongside the

ruins of the old one where the children were

playing. Here we bought bread and eggs

and fowls as we passed through. Beyond

Kukus, as far as the station at Sarigol, was

a metalled road, and so here we managed to

get our gunners mounted. By Sarigol we

stopped and replenished our rations and

fodder. But the Greeks had contrived a

convenient accident on the line below,

which meant no more fodder or rations for

us, so the last day our wretched horses

came in on only four pounds of oats. That

afternoon we moved on a few more miles

and stopped for the night.

On December 14 we got beyond Kara-

buner, having to water our horses a mile

or two before we stopped. The next morn-

ing we moved on to Golobasi, near some salt

lakes, where we watered our horses at a

well and had our breakfast. Here, too,

we bought some eggs, and after a great

deal of haggling I bought a turkey from a

small boy for rive drachmae (four and two-
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pence). No sooner had the turkey and

the drachmae changed hands than the

wretched boy, prompted by his father,

changed his mind, but my legal training

stood me in good stead and I kept the

turkey. However, he was persistent and

thrust the money back into my hands. At

that moment the battery moved off, so

really I had done very well ; but, smitten

by conscience, I threw him back the money
ere leaving him for ever. That evening we
finished our journey, getting in to the

camp just to the west of where the road

and railway cross the river Galiko, and

where the infantry, who had come down
by train, already were. They had got no

fodder in for our horses, which did not get

another feed till after eleven o'clock that

night. How the 54th Brigade, who took

a day longer than we to make the journey,

fared on the same amount of forage, I do

not know.

General Sarrail had now taken over

Salonika, and the Greek troops were leaving

as we came in.



CHAPTER X

"REST

CALOXIKA was now out of bounds,

as some officers had seen fit to

misconduct themselves there, but the day

after our journey back I got permission

to go in on duty, and was then able to

wire home, as at that time the cable was
still under the control of the Greeks.

It was just as well that I did so, as our

letters were all held up for some time.

My purchases that I had gone in on duty

to make consisted chiefly of chocolate,

and for myself I got a decent meal and a

bath.

On December 17 we moved again, going

through Salonika into bivouacs on the

plain by Kapudzilar. The whole day it

poured with rain, and where our camp was

all was morass and quagmire. But " A "

179
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battery could always fend for itself, and

we turned off to the right, where there

was a sheep pen. The shepherds had

removed their sheep, as they thought they

would be safer away in the hills than so

close to a Division of troops. Here we

stopped for the night. The pen was made

of tall walls of straw and partly roofed in,

and built into it was a little straw hut

where the shepherds lived. Here, at any

rate, the men got some shelter and were

able to dry, although their surroundings

were somewhat odoriferous. We officers

shared the hut with one of the shepherds.

There was a good fire going, so we dried

and fed, and then were entertained by our

highly amusing host, who gave us most

apt impersonations of all the belligerents.

The Russians, tall and moustached, he

seemed to prefer, and the Italians he hated

most of all, but his sympathies were pro-

Ally. The next day the whole camp moved

again to drier surroundings on the hills to

the east of the plain alongside Kapudzilar.

And now we hoped that our horses
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would get the rest they so badly needed,

but it was not to be. We had reckoned

without our Staff Captain, who the very

next day sent our wagons to change their

ammunition so as to be all fused the same.

The ammunition depot heard nothing of

this till we arrived, nor had they the

necessary fuses to comply with this fancy,

so our wagons returned as they went,

after a fruitless journey of thirty miles.

During this time I was out on recon-

naissances, finding roads, water and places

for camps, as our maps were entirely

unreliable, and we were shortly to move

again. This we did on December 21,

moving back through Salonika, and thence

to Kireckoj, which was to the north-

east of Kapudzilar, and here the battery

stayed for the remaining time that I was

with it.

By this time we had had tents issued.

We were also being visited every day by

hostile aeroplanes, and had therefore to

smear our tents with a mixture of mud and

water, thereby staining them brown and
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making them less conspicuous. During

these days hostile planes alone helped to

break the monotony. Two did I see

brought down. One, winged by gunfire,

had to descend ; the other was driven down

by a French 'plane, and, its pilot losing con-

trol, it nose-dived to destruction. Some

of our hospitals were alongside the railway

and station, and, in consequence, had several

bombs dropped on them.

The ioth Division, to whom we were

attached, were now back in reserve, and

so we were able to concentrate our energies

on a Christmas dinner for the men.

Our respective O.C.s of " A " and " D "

batteries went into the town and there

bought turkeys at twenty drachmae each;

raisins, currants, spice and flour, too, were

obtained as the component parts or neces-

sary ingredients of the puddings. Green

vegetables, too, we got. They had plenty

to eat—we were getting a fresh meat ration

now as well—but nothing alcoholic to

drink save the rum ration. It was one

thing to get all this food and another to
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cook it. However, I took a team down to

where I had seen a Greek water-cart near

the town, and we hooked in and brought it

back. It was then handed over to the

fitter, who for several hours made the

evening and the night hideous cutting

through the rivets of one of its sides with

a cold chisel. This done, it was removed

from its framework and wheels, dug into

the bank, with a place for the fire beneath,

and our oven, the pride of the battery and

envy of the Brigade, had now come into

being and cooked our Christmas and sub-

sequent dinners well. A parcels mail came
in on Christmas Eve, to further cheer

those who received a parcel or parcels.

There was no extra turkey for the officers'

mess, but we had a goose, an excellent but

tough old bird which I got in exchange for

a tin of bully beef—strangely valued and

appreciated by these peasants—when out

on a reconnaissance on Christmas Eve. We
had as our guests for Christmas dinner

" D " battery's officers, whom we had helped

to devour a ham and other good things
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from home when we were at Kapudzilar,

and afterwards the Colonel and sundry

others came up to our mess made of the

tarpaulin, relic of our retreat from Serbia,

and so we had quite a gay evening.

During these days all was preparation

for the Bulgar, should he advance on

Salonika. We held a semicircle of hills

surrounding the town, with each flank

resting on the sea, and in front of these

hills stretched a plain, cut up with lakes

and marshes, over which he must advance,

if advance he did. Our positions were

known as the gunners' dream. But it was

only a dream, as the Bulgar knew better

than to attempt to come on and realize it.

I was lucky, as I was being sent out now
to find positions for the guns, and I spent

many days on that work. Once when I was

dismounted and taking compass-bearings

from a position, an old shepherd came up
to me. We shook hands, and I took a

cigarette from my case and gave it to him

(I was now wiser than to offer him my
case), and we started to smile at one
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another and talk, and he, pointing first

over the valley and then to four imaginarv

places where we were standing, went
" Boom-Boom-Boom-Boom- P-fff," point-

ing again across the valley and so making

it clearly evident to me that he, all smiles,

knew I was looking for positions for the

guns. Of course I reported this when I

got in, but was told not to worry, as

perhaps the ancient was once a gunner

himself. The whole country was teeming

with wild-fowl ; snipe and woodcock were

getting up all round as one rode through

the hills, and the lakes were covered with

geese and all manner of duck. " D "

battery at this time went off to Stavros

on the Gulf of Organo, and here they spent

their whole time shooting.

One of their subalterns got two gas-

pipes with a stock at one end, which he

called fine gurfe, in Salonika^and 300 car-

tridges at a price that worked out at

threepence each. These were his especial

pride, as they were reputed to be loaded

with " No. 1 " shot, with which he meant
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to slay the hefty snipe, no doubt. As a

matter of fact, the cartridges were loaded

with all different sized shot, as he dis-

covered when he cut some open, and this

should have improved his chances of suc-

cess, but, alas ! he fired these three hundred

cartridges away without even frightening

anything. Other members of his battery

did better.

Our camp at Kireckoj was within nine

kilometres of the town, to which we

repaired when we could for a bath. They

had opened some baths there with the

notice displayed outside

—

English

Bath

Botton

Botton, I learned, was nothing to do with

the English Bath. He was the proprietor,

growing rich as we endeavoured to keep

clean. There was only one drawback to

our camp now, and that was a dog that

dwelt with its masters on a strip of ground

that separated us from " B " and " C,'
(
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that had stopped down at the Ordnance

to refit and had now come up and rejoined

us. Either you had to go a long way
round, if you were going across to the

others, or else you were attacked by this

brute of a dog, who really meant business

unless one of the children of this family

was near, a tiny tot who could hardly

walk and who hissed at the dog, when it

immediately stopped its attack and lay

down. Then, of course, one felt a perfect

fool. Once I tried hissing at it, but I

could not have intoned properly, as my
effort did not produce the desired effect.

General Sarrail had now taken complete

control at Salonika. He took over the

forts, he expelled the consuls, but he was

at his best over the Hemir Hisar Bridge,

where both road and river cross the Struma

just below Fort Rupel. The Greeks were

determined that this bridge should be left

intact, and we were equally determined

that it should not. So General Sarrail,

after lunching the Greek General, took

him and a company of sappers up to the
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bridge by special train. Here was a Di-

vision of Greek troops, with orders not to

allow us to touch or even approach the

bridge, but the officer in charge was

referred to the Greek General, who,

sleepily perhaps, said :
" Leave these

French gentlemen alone." And up the

bridge went.



CHAPTER XI

HOSPITALS

T WENT into hospital in style, riding

down with our doctor—a great com-

pliment, as he was frightened to death of

horses, and followed by my baggage in the

cook's cart, which was going in for a mail.

That mail I had waited for, and in expecta-

tion of which kept out of hospital as long

as I could, and the parcel mail actually

came in the following day, with nine parcels

for me full of plum pudding and such choice

things, and I was now confined to milk

—

condensed milk. My doctor knew his job,

and said I must go home, so he got all my
parcels. He was a Scotchman. Imagine, if

you can, my feelings when the Consulting

Physician to the Salonika forces came

round to see me, and after congratulating

me on having had dysentery so long and

being still alive, turned to the doctor and,

in my hearing, told him to patch me up
[89
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and then send me back to duty. My next

official visitor was the D.M.S., General

(known as Tiger) MacPherson. But there

was no tiger about him. He said I must

go home, and in consequence I was removed

to H.M.H.S. Karapara. I was glad to

leave that hospital. I thought I was

going to enjoy it, with its sheets and com-

fort. But I found sheets and pyjamas

chilly affairs after sleeping in your clothes

and a " flea-bag," and there were no

comforts. Our orderly was in private life

a coal-heaver. An excellent coal-heaver,

no doubt, but a rotten orderly. He used

to call me Taylor, and this is an example

of what went on. Once I suggested that,

as my bed had not been made at all the

day before, he should make it up for me.

But he told me he had not had his breakfast,

and he would make my bed later, if he

remembered and had time. I can't com-

plain much about my food, as it was always

the same, but I did object to finding

potato-skins in my milk. We really com-

plained such a lot when we were there—and
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I had three weeks of it—that the O.C. went

down to the Red Cross and got a gramo-

phone for us, and then the ingenious man
took it into his mess and fixed it up, with

the aid of some cardboard, as a roulette

board for himself.

My life on the Karapara was entirely

different. My course of emetine and

serum were at an end, and the doctor on

board, as far as dysentery was concerned,

was a perfect novice. He let me eat and
drink whatever I wanted; I was even

offered almonds and raisins; he thought

there was nothing the matter with me, but

when I got home I .had another four

months in bed and was put back on to

milk. Shortly after I got on board I was

visited again by our Consulting Physician,

and thought this terrible man was going

to have me on shore again, but he had now
heard from a learned relative of mine, and

after what he had said before he dared to

tell me that the only way for me to get

really well was to go home
Before we left Salonika we were bombed
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by a Zeppelin. In the harbour lay the

fleet, and outside it a row of hospital ships

all brilliantly lighted up. It was the

fleet they were after, and we were rather

asking for it, but the only real damage

they did was to the German bank, which

was burned to the ground, notwithstanding

the efforts of the municipal hand-worked

fire engine to save it.

We were all taken off at Malta and were

handed over to the " Blue Sisters." Here

we had an Eton Ward, four of us, all

of different ages, ailments and ranks, but

all Etonians. Our first M.O. we didn't

like. He told me that I could not, have

had dysentery for six months, as, unhappily,

I had, and then told a Captain in the next

cot, who had valvular disease of the heart

after rheumatic fever, and on whose card

the ship's doctor had written " severe

case," that he must have written it him-

self. So we sent for the CO. and had him

changed. Our next M.O was all right, but

told us our Board at Salonika would not

count now we were at Malta, and that none
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of us would get home, so we sent for the

CO. again, who confirmed what we had

been told. We kicked up a terrible row,

and then I pointed out that I'd been

Boarded by a D.M.S., and there was no

one of a higher rank than a D.D.M.S. at

Malta. So they sent to the Wounded

Information Bureau and rescued the re-

ports of our Boards, and all the Blighty

cases were put back on the Karapara.

Whilst we were here Lord Methuen, the

Governor, visited us, as he did every

wounded or sick officer who was landed

on the island, as well as visiting every

hospital ship that called. Lord Methuen, a

brave and fearless leader in the Boer War,

a splendid soldier, ever kind and humane,

has his bogey to-day—typhoid. Always on

\ isiting a hospital ship he keeps his gloves

on, hoping thus to remain immune. In our

ward was a boy with para-typhoid. Lord

M huen asked him, as he did all of us, in

the most friendly and solicitous manner

what he was sick with. The word " para
"

was enough. He was at the door before
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the "typhoid" followed, and out of the

room before the " sir."

One of the " Blue Sisters " used to

minister to us, Sister Bridget, a dear lady.

In consequence, we were hated by the

V.A.D.s (who must, I think, have been

sickening for, perhaps, Malta fever—they

were so fidgety), as Sister Bridget used,

notwithstanding what they said, to bring

us in extra eggs for breakfast, and when

we told her we liked port, port she used

to give us after dinner.

The Karapara, one of the B.I. Line,

was in the course of construction as a

cargo boat when war began, but was

finished off as an hospital ship. The result

was that she had huge holds with nothing

in them, and so much deck-hamper that she

was top-heavy and rolled without any

provocation. In the Bay of Biscay we

got into such a storm that she was nearly

over, and we were rolling so much that the

cots were being torn up out of the floors.

We had therefore to change our course

and make for America.
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But we got home at last, and it was

good. Dear England and Devon, too, as

we touched first at Devonport ; how good

it all was. Cheered by the boys on the

training-ships in the harbour, I think all

of us who had been away sufficiently long

had tears in our eyes.

But after all our delays we weren't to

get off that day, and went on to South-

ampton, where we were disembarked on a

Sunday morning. Here in Southampton

lay the Olympic, the Aquitania and the

Britannic, all alongside one another, now

giant hospital ships—magnificent sight !

I had had enough of being a stretcher

case both at Salonika and Malta, so now

I walked from the boat to the train, and

from the train to a car for Paddington,

where we arrived and were viewed by

the curious. Thence I went to the Royal

Free Hospital, where I outstayed my
friends with whom I arrived. That even-

ing a V.A.D. tripped in and asked us

what we would have to drink. Fearing

somehow our days for whisky-and-sodas
o 2
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would now be ended, I asked what I could

have. " Oh, anything you like," said Be-

linda, as we later grew to call her, so

we all said whisky-and-soda. " You're a

dysentery case, aren't you?'' she asked

me ; and when I said yes, she said I could

only have milk, and then offered the others

ginger ale as an alternative.

Whilst I was here we were honoured by

a visit from our King and Queen. For

the occasion I was given a clean " top
"

pillow slip and a clean " top " sheet.

Never have I heard a pleasanter and more

soothing voice than Queen Mary's, a voice

divine. The King has an intimate know-

ledge, all at his finger-tips, of his now giant

army. He knew of all the troops that had

been at Suvla, and that in our Serbian

expedition the infantry were of the ioth

Division and the artillery of the 13th

Division, and he had formed a shrewd

summary of the situation in Greece.

A word as to the trials of the V.A.D.s,

and I am done. Most Staff sisters and

nurses are jealous of them and their
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progress, but their greatest trial must be

the patients. The following stories should

show what I mean.

Subaltern. I suppose you find this work

jolly interesting, nurse?

V.A.D. Yes, quite.

Subaltern. It must be jolly nice and in-

teresting for you meeting us sort of fellows.

V.A.D. (plus sense of humour). Cer-

tainly interesting.

From the Subaltern, a by-product and

one of the horrors of this war, I suppose we

must now expect this ; but when a Colonel

says, " You know, nurse, I'm very glad

I'm not in one of those West End hospitals

;

I like being here. It would be so awkward

if one was waited upon by ladies," it passes

all belief. But perhaps, a better soldier

than a conversationalist, he did not say

quite what he meant.

THE END
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